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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

Ted Shawn and
Famous Dancers
To Appear Here
Work is Praised by Critics
J and Audiences in Cuba, England, Canada, and U. S.

To be Only Concert
In Central Florida

Notice
Tryouts for the third play to
be produced by the Rollins Student Players this season will be
held Tuesday evening, January
30, at 7:30 and Wednesday, January 31, at 4 o'clock. The play,
"You Can't Take It With You"
will be directed by Howard
Bailey. It will be presented February 22 and 24 during Founders
Week.
Copies of the play are now on
reserve in the library.

Freshman Players to
Present One-Act Plays

' One of the greatest attraction;
,—and indeed a rare treat — for the
ipeople of Winter Park, Orlando,
and neighboring cities, will be the Comedy and Serious Drama
To Be Given January 24
ippearance of the world famous
Ted Shawn and his men dancers,
The Freshman Players, under
rhey will be presented on Saturday
Wening, Feruary 3, at 8:30, at the the direction of Jack Buckwalter,
Winter Park High School Audi- will present two one-act plays on
torium. This will be their only Wednesday evening, January 24, at
performance in Central Plorida and 8:15 P. M. in the Laboratory Thea;he last time that this present group tre. Now in rehearsal, these two
plays present about as great a conwill appear together, as Mr. Shawn
trast as any two plays could possiis disbanding this company of danbly provide; yet they both promise
gers in May, at the close of tbe
to be highly entertaining.
L939-40 tour. He will take a year
The first, somewhat similar to
)ff to prepare and create the next
"Our
Town", is presented without
.mportant chapter of his career. At
;he end of this tour—their seventh any scenery whatsoever and is high(Consecutive season—they will have ly amusing from start to finish.
played close to one thousand per- The cast for this production is;
Caroline — Jane Ann Sholley
formances to over one million peoMa—Peggy Conklin
fjle in all the states of the United
Beulah—Alma Vander Velde
State, in Canada, Cuba and EngArthur—Jimmy Niver
l^and.
Pa—Paul Haley
'i Shawn's critics have given him
Stage Manager—Douglas Bills
f;he highest praise for the great
The
second play, dwelling on morjtvork he is doing. Read what some
Ipf these critics say: "In the Bach al standards and codes, is of a more
Section of THE DOME Shawn and serious nature than the first. Memlis men reach an actual Olympus— bers of the cast are:
Mrs. Aldrid — Eugenie Van de
>ne of the most important and vital
>f American entertainments." — Water
Mr. Aldrid — Bud Waddell
jiarry Wagstaff Gribble in "Arts"
Mrs. Hampton — Alice Newcomin Philadelphia. "Shawn is without
'loubt destined for immortality, not
There will be no admission charge
)nly as dancer, but as choreographer."—La Patrie, Montreal. "We and students and faculty are corIhould be proud of Shawn, the dially invited to attend.
rhoreographer, the dancer, tbe diector and educator, for he has
nited the clean and vital athletics
f modern America with the proundity of an ageless art, giving us
. truly great American dance." —
The Rollins Radio Hour program
Valter Terry in the Boston Herald.
" 'THE DOME' is a varied and last Monday night presented a
olorful program of their newest round table discussion by Professor
lance and includes dances to the Dexter, John Hoar, Wesley Davis,
inusic of Johann Sebastian Bach; and Jean Turner. The anonuncer
Remembrances of Things Past; Ex- was Donald Cram. The program,
do all the others in this series,
cursions into Visible Song; The Dirine lidiot; The Jacbo's Pillow Con took place from nine-thirty to ten
in the Dyer Memorial Building.
:erto."
The tickets for this recital car
Next Monday night the Radio
)e purchased at the Sandspur Hour will present a Hobby Lobby
Bookshop and the Bookery in Win program. Although the details have
;er Park and a t the San Juan Phar- not yet been settled, Dr. Holt will
nacy in Oi-lando. Mail orders probably be one o fthe "guest
ihould be sent to Helen Rae, Rol stars", and other campus celebriins College. Prices are $1.00, ties will take part. Audiences are
r5c and 50c plus tax. This
welcome.
It the Winter Park High School
\uditorium on Saturday evening.
February 3, at 8:30 has been arranged for by Helen Rae.

t
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College Assembly
Dedicated to Open
Forum Discussion
Prexy Advises Student Body
On Using Leisure Time
Profitably at School
The wise use of leisure was th(
theme of the first all college as
sembly in the Winter Term, held
in the Annie Russell Theatre today.
The assembly was presided '
by Dudley Darling who opened the
meeting and presented the students'
own "Prexy" as the first speaker.
Dr. Holt set the pace for the discussions with words of sage and
kindly advice as to the importance
of and possibilities within the wise
use of leisure. Other less noted
but no less eloquent members of
Rollins family took the bait
neatly and sounded forth their deliberations and suggestions upon
subject. Leisure as afforded
by the Conference Plan and the Rollins set-up, and also the possible
ways of spending one's leisure at
Rollins were flipped from tongue
to tongue and varied by each.

Organ Vespers
Knowles Memorial Chapel
Wednesday, January 17, 1940
7:30 P.M.
Program
1. Fugue in G minor — Bach
2. Rollins Student String Quar
t e t ^ B e t t y Yokel, first violin ; Erika Heyder, second violin; Joan Kellogg-Smith, viola; Alvin Goldblatt, violoncello.
3. Chorale-prelude on "Jubilate" — Warner
4. Evensong (requested)—Johnston
5. Carillon — Vierne
(from 24 pieces in free style)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Hilarious "Stop
Thief" Nearing
Final Stretch

Business Leaders
And Economists to
Confer at Rollins
Speeches, Panel Discussions
By Experts to Be Heard in
Three Day Conference

The fifth annual Economic Conference of Rollins College will be
held in the Annie Russell Theatre
from January 30 to February 1.
The three day conference will feature expert speakers in the fields of
economics, business, and finance.
These speeches will be supplemented by discussions of the same subjects.
The best talent available has been
obtained to lead the discussions.
Professor C. V. Noble, head of Agricultural Economics of the University of Florida, will begin and will
he followed by other speakers, including Mr. Marvin H. Walker, Secretary of the Florida Citrus ProduTrade Association, who will
Regular Subjects Given For cers
speak on 'The Economic Problems
Residents and Visitors In or of the Florida Citrus Industry",
Near Winter Park
Representaitve James B. Banks will
have as his topic "The Four Dimen
sional View of the Citrus Industry"
For many years the Col
offered lectures by experts in many Other men such as W. L. Burton,
Secretary of the Citrus GrowerS;
fields and has sent its faculty
s to various parts of the state Inc., A, V, Saurman, Chairman of
speakers for clubs, civic organ the Citrus Growers Administrative
izations and schools. In 1936, the Body, L. W. Marvin, Advertising
College first presented an organ Manager of the Florida Citr
ized program of Adult Education Commission, and others have promdesigned only for those who wished ised to speak on the topics of "Orderly Marketing", "A Quality Prodto take regular courses upon
tional basis. From the outset this uct", and "Proper Development of
program met with an enthusiastic Marketing Institutions".

Courses In Adult
Education Offered
To All Outsiders

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

Cast WiU be Costumed in Stiff
Pre-War Styles; Allen Designs Play's Set

Prop Manager Bears
Up Well Under Strain

Faculty Will Give
Concert, January 19
Ritch and Trampler Appear
As Soloists in Theatre

The Rollins Student Players'
"Stop Theif" continues on its way
to the finished product this week
with daily rehearsals. The cast is
working steadily on the play which
IS being whipped into shape by Director Donald S. Allen.
The set for the play has been
designed by Mr. Allen and built
by the stagecraft class, and was
set up for the first time Monday
night. The scene is the reception
room of the Carr Home in Providence, R. I., which is some state to
put a play, anyway. The room is in
the pre-war period style and is
gloriously decorated in blue and
gold stippling.
The play will be costumed in the
1912 styles of the original play. The
styles of that period are too old to
be modern and not old enough to be
antique yet, and are therefore neither beautiful not quaint, but only
funny. The men are promised plenty of discomfort with high collars,
and quite possibly stiff shirts. The
women's styles are quite beyond
description, although that property
is not held exclusively by the women's styles of 1912—women have
never yet agreed to wear anything
that did not defy description.

On Friday, January 19, 8:15 P.
M. Miss Mabel Ritch, contralto, and
Mr. H. Trampler, violinist, assisted
by A. Kunrad Kvam, violoncellist,
with John Carter, accompanist,
will present a concert (one in the
series given by the faculty members) at the Annie Russell Theatre.
The program is varied and interesting. It is as follows:
I
Lebe Wohl — Hugo Wolf
Auf Dem Grunen Balcon — Wolf
Der Tod, Das Ist Die Kuhle
response from the residents and
One full day, February 1, will be Nacht — Johannes Brahms
visitors of Central Florida.
devoted to this subject. The preWillst Du, Dass Ich Geh'? — JoEncouraged by this reception and vious day will be devoted to more hannes Brahms.
general problems of Marketing
Miss Ritch
by the fact that Adult Educati
has become a nationwide movement when Mr. J. C. Robinson, Manager
II
The property manager, Philippa
the College has continued this pro- of Yowell-Drew Department Stores,
Trio, No. 1 in G Major — Haydn Herman, has been tearing up the
gram. It is evident that the many will speak on the question "Is the
Andante
streets of Orlando and Winter
winter visitors to Central Florida Customer Always Right ?" and
Poco Adagio
Park in search of various and ashave come to regard the Adult Edu. Dean Walter J. Matherly will speak
Finale Presto (Rondo all' Ongar- sorted freak articles required for
cation Program as an established on the subject "The Backward Art ese)
the play. The Telephone Company
feature of Rollins College and Win- of Spending Money". Professor
Mr. Trampler, Mr. Kvam and
was raided for 1912 telephones; the
John R. Commons will discuss "Colembly universal for, plagaiar- ^g^. park,
Mr. Carter
bank ( ? ) for a safe; and the Lordizing again, all work and no play
Many of the lectures a r e offered lective Cycle Economics". The folLa Sarabande — Bruneau
only-knows-where for other miscelmakes Jack a dull boy.
free, while in others a silver col- lowing day, February 2, will be de- Chanson Pour Le Petite Cheval laneous and assorted articles.
voted to problems of business and
The plans for the Winter Term i lection
taken, and for a few
—de Severac
All campus screw-balls and evfinance.
call for two more of these Open j courses small fee is necessary,
Lo Chevelure — Debussy
erybody who appreciates screwForums. They too are a wise use
All of these addresses will be folSome of the courses offered beNoel Des Enfants Qui N'Ont Plus ball-ism are urgently invited to atof leisure. They knit the student tween January and March are; lowed by panel discussions with the
De Maisons — Debussy.
tend "Stop Thief". Save one of
body more closely together, they THE STREAM OP HISTORY, opportunity given to the audience
Miss Ritch
the dates of January 26 or 27 and
give the students a chance to bring THE DEVELOPMENT OF EURO- to ask questions of the speakers
Intermission
come and help stop the thief.
their complaints to the open, and PEAN AND AMERICAN ARCHL
d the panel members from the
IV
they are an infallible method of dis- TECTURE, LITERARY REBELS, floor.
Praeludium from A Minor Suite
covering such potential leaders of THE RELATIONS OF OUR HIS—Reger
the Bund Movement as MacArthur, PANIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORS Pi Gamma Mu Initiates Five
The Maiden with the Flaxen Hair
in the midst of the student body.
AND THE UNITED STATES,
—Debussy
THE WARS IN EUROPE AND
Tzigane (Rapsodie De Concert)
Following their initiation cereASIA,
MUSIC
APPRECIATION,
Kappas Honored at Tea
European War, Youth Peace
mony on December 14 at 7:15 — Ravel.
ETCHING, AND ASTRONOMY, 'clock in the Chapel, Pi Gamma
Mr. Trampler
Conference Discussed
Mrs. Ray Greene gave a tea hon- As well as these, several of the Mu, National Social Science Honor
V
regular
college
courses
have
been
oring the alumnae and active memety, held its regular meeting.
You Are the Evening Cloud —
As has been the custom in the
bers of Kappa Kappa Gamma at opened to a limited number of vis- Those initiated were Don Ogilvie, H ors man
past, the International Relations
her home in Winter Park on Wed- itors, among these courses are Art,
< Ehramjian, Emanuel Ehrlich,
Nightingale Lane — Barnett
Club's meeting Thursday was prein all its various sections. Speech, Joan Kellogg-Smith, and Mary Bennesday afternoon.
Ebb
Tide
—
Barnett
ceded by a buffet supper a t the Pi
Economics, Astronomy, English, ton Gore.
Come Go With Me — Burleigh
Beta Phi House. After the fine
and Spanish.
The meeting, conducted very ably
Miss Ritch
meal, everyone seemed to be in an
by
the
chapter's
new
president,
VI
To well round out this extensive
informal position and ready for the
Serenade — Loeffler
Adult Education program for 1940, Charlotte Gregg, consisted of welbusiness at hand. With Jean HoldMiss Ritch
there will be entertainment by the coming the new members and inen, president of the Club, presiding,
tailing
a
new
publicity
officer.
Rollins Student Players and the
Viola obligato, Mr. Trampler
the meeting got under way.
loads of Spanish children that were Annie Russell Company, as well as
By BUD WADDELL
Frank Bowes gave a short talk
Luis Hortal is without a doubt, shipped to England, the smiling lit- various faculty recitals. One of the
on
a Youth's International Peace
one of the most interesting and en- tle fellow that Mrs. F. D. R. "adop- highlights of the season will be the
Conference that he attended during
tertaining persons that it has ever ted" and the bandaged figures in Bach Festvial on February 29 and
Christmas vacation while at home
been my pleasure to talk with. Ex- Madrid hospital beds that had been March 1.
in Chicago, Illinois. This Conferactly why he is, I can't quite com- children once, I inquired about
ence, known as the Youth's Conprehend; perhaps it is what he says them. Had they adjusted themDear Miss Lonely Hearts,
I am madly in love with a certain gress Against War, was held at the
selves
to
their
new
surroundings
—perhaps it is the way he says it
A certain young chap by the Phi Delt football player. He just International HouI.e of Chicago
—or perhaps I even share the feel- readily? Were they hardened by
ime of J. H. B. Ill, has been amus- shuns me and goes around with a University. The students in ating of those giggly debs and flut- the war? And so on.
g himself for the past few days Theta. 0 ! please tell me what I tendance at the International Re"Yes," he replied, "they adjusttery matrons who "simply love a
by playing "cupid". (What can I do
, do.
lations meeting were given an opforeign accent"; at any rate, I en- ed themselves to their new environto persuade this estfmable bachelor
Bewildered Pi Phi
portunity to see what other stuThe
Upsilon
Beta
Chapter
of
ment
quite
readily
as
most
children
joyed our conversation.
that I'm quite capable of handling
dents in various parts of the coundo, but some of them were still ter- Chi Omega fraternity at Rollins
>wn love affairs ?
try were doing about the common
Dear Bewildered Pi Phi,
Rather dreading the task of find- ribly nervous and highly emotion- College, is giving a Bridge and
Irritated Ed.
Fall madly in love with another problem of us all—WAR.
ing Luis, introducing myself and, al. Their conversation was always Fashion Show, Saturday, January
Phi Delt. There are many of them
The main speaker of the evening
as I imagined' it, an impending on tanks, soldiering, and airplanes; 20, at the Orlando Country Club. Dear Irritated Ed,
just waiting.
was an old friend of the Internationstruggle with a difficult-to-under- in fact it seemed as though they The doors will open at 2:30 o'clock.
[aven't you heard ? You can nevMiss L. H.
al
Relations Club, Dr. Thomas ChalFor those who do not play Bridge,
stand foreign accent, I inquired knew nothing but war."
persuade a bachelor. They're
mers, noted historian and popular
Intending to enter Rollins last there will be other games they may afraid to enjoy 'Love' any other Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
about for him and, finally finding
member of the College adult educaenjoy.
The
Fashion
Show
is
an
athim, introduced myself. Much to September, Luis had some difficulway!
What can I do about my two good tion faculty, who gave his talk "The
my surprise and delight, I was met ty in obtaining his visa, and as a traction in itself. Through the
Miss L. H.
friends? They are both "Wolfs" Outlook in Europe Today from the
with a friendly smile by a young result his sailing was delayed un- courtesy of Dickson-Ives Company,
and in love with the same girl. They American Point of View". In this
man with a command of English til December 17. Leaving Glasgow latest creations for a Spring and Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
try to trick each other but when interesting talk. Doctor Chalmers
that made me feel that perhaps my on the Cameronia, he soon found Summer wardrobe will be modeled;
I have the best car on campus, that fails they just sit and moan. outlined the proceedings of the last
eighteen years of speaking the lan- out that he was to have anything — a display of ensembles for every loads of money, and a swell line. One of them is a golfer, the other war and their parallel with the
but a pleasant trip. It seems that occasion, for every hour, for every There's a certain girl here who is tries to be and they both teach her. present war. He gave his personal
guage had been in vain.
Considering what I might be able the travel agent had told him that size and age.
very mercenary, but ever since she Then to add to this mess, she is viewpoint and predictions on the
Aside from the Fashion Show,
write which would provide both his boat would be convoyed, and
present war.
took a philosophy course she hasn't pinned to an S. A. E.
L interesting and entertaining he would therefore be perfectly there'll be prizes for the high been completely faithful to me. My Please tell me how to remedy this
After Doctor Chalmers' talk, an
bridge
scores,
—
and
refreshments
story, my only ray of hope was one safe in traveling on a British liner.
last
gift
to
her
was
a
beautiful
situation
so
there
can
be
peace
in
open
discussion was held, concernof Luis' experiences in war-torn But when they sailed out of the for everybody! The prizes have bracelet. She accepted it, but the house.
ing the Versailles Treaty. The quesSpain. Great was my disappoint- Clyde, there was no convoy in generously been donated by a num- quoted Dr. Stone on love when I
Inquisitive
tions centered around the terms outber
of
outstanding
Winter
Park
ment then, when after putting this, sight — in fact, not a ship of John
tried to get returns on my investlined by the treaty . . . were they
only question to him, I discov- Bull's navy was to be seen. "Never and Orlando establishments.
ment. Cap. you suggest a way to Dear Inquisitive,
too stringent, or too lax?
Tickets are on sale a t prominent
ered that he had been in England again," he said with a grin, "will I
break
down
her
resistance?
Leave
them
alone.
They
sound
The three foreign students on our
since before the war struck his na- have any faith in a British convoy." hotels; may be obtained from
happy in their misery.
campus, Rudloph Toch, Paddy
Disconcerted Bob
Luis then said that the passage alumnae or active members of Chi
tive country. It seems that Luis
Miss L. H.
Moodie, and Luis Hortal, were all
Omega;
and
will
be
on
sale
at
the
was in London studying at the Lon- itself wasn't so bad, but the tense
in attendance and seemed very inDear D. B.,
don School of Economics when the feeling that pervaded the ship made door.
terested in the proceedings. Their
Kappas Have Hayride
Break down the car.
An afternoon of real pleasure is
revolution broke, and the result was it tex-ribly uncomfortable. The capviews
and first hand knowledge of
The Kappas entertained Saturthat his work switched from that tain announced before they sailed afforded you this Saturday for only
day evening with a hayride in the foreign affairs proved most interof a student to that of a refugee that "an emergency might arise" fifty cents! So, bring your friends
esting.
country.
and
cards,
and
plan
to
come.
Dear
Miss
Lonely
Hearts,
(Continued on Page 2)
worker. Remembering the boatOne could not help but notice a
few of the family's black sheep who
just sat quietly and looked confused
at the mentioning of the word lei; but there was much debating
to divert one's attention from them.
Miraculously both the Democrats
and the Republicans came to some
sort of an agreement that leisure
does carry with it a certain
amount of responsibility. In the
first place, if one has leisure he
should be grateflul.
There are
many little boys and girls who
would be glad to get it. Second,
leisure can be made a valuable asset in one's development without
its meaning being spoiled. And in
the third place, carefully budgeting
one's time and working consistently at a job usually disclose unsuspected amounts of leisure time.
Then too, the need for leisure was

Rollins Radio Hour
Presents Round Table
Discussion on Monday

International Club
Hears Dr. Chalmers

Luis Hortel, Spanish Student, Crosses from
England Through Sea Infested with Mines

Art Department Holds
S t u d e n t Exhibition
'rize-Winning Work Among
CoHection Displayed
An exhibition of students' work
being held at the Rollins Art
Jtudio from January 10 to 20,
nclusive. This may be seen by the
ioUege from 9-5, with the excepion of Saturday and Sunday.
Represented among the sculpture
a new group and a study by
)aphne Banks and Frances Perottet's head of a nun, which won
pecial mention last year in the Alied Arts Exhibit.
The following deserve special
iiention:
Kay McDonough—water colors
Emily Akerman—tempera
Richard Hawkes—oil
Barbara Chalmers Fitzpatrick —
1
Marcia Stoddard—crayon.
In the costume class the colored
ketches for Vogue covers are meriM'ious. These were done by Vir•inia Smith, Nancy Osborne, Jean
Mlghman and B. Stevens.
Included in the works are the
•rize winners of the Society of the
our Arts Exhibition which was
leld December 9-24, 1939. Sculpu r e ~ l . William Harms; 2. Vir:inia Smith; 3. Carl Good. Oil
'ainting — 1. Carl Good; Black and
iVhite — honorable mention, Lou
iethea; Interior Decoration (note
woks with original house plans,
ilevations and specifications) —
'irst honorable mention, Barbara
*Torthen; second, Jane Russell.

Miss Lonely Hearts Gives More Advice
To All Love-Handicapped Rollins Family

Chi Omega Sorority
To Sponsor Bridge
And Fashion Show

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Bacheller History "End of Summer" Has Kelly Editors of Vogue
Contest Open to Baileys, Graves—No Plot Announce Contest
To Photographers
Secondary Schools
Acting is Well-Done Says Re
Six-Month Job is Offered As
viewer; Author Could Have
First Prize; Cash Awards
Done Much Better
Also to be Made

Essay Competition Ends January 22; Notable Personalities is Subject

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17. j940

"What America Means to Me"
Copy of an address by Dr. Carl Joachim Fi-iedrich, professor of government
at Harvard University and author of "Foreign Policy in the Making", delivered at morning meditation service in Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins College on Sunday, January 14.

What does America mean to me ? not want to hear about ideals. They fervent acceptance of the American
A question that has been asked like to think of themselves as real- ideal exposes him to being branded
again
and again. To one it means ists. Their realism is but a frog's as a traitor by the men who are in
By JESS GREGG
The Editors of Vogue Magazine,
ITie Irving Bacheller Florida Hisvision of America's future. To give power in Germany today. Many a
"How I hate people who stand in a Conde Nast Publication, have just a job, to another plenty of food, to
tory Prize Contest, under the ausstill another escape from persecu- a concrete illustration: we are told man when placed in that predicathe middle of the stage and talk," announced a Photographic contest
pices of Rollins College, is being
tion and death. It may mean love that in our foreign policy we should ment has lost his faith in the Amergiven again this year. Rollins Colpouts Leonie Frothingham, thus fro seniors in American colleges
for an American girl. All these follow the advice of George Wash- ican ideal, in democracy, in Constilege annual conducts an essay concondemning every character Mr. S. and universities.
meanings are tangible, concrete; ington. But what is the advice of tutionalism, in peace and the brotest, in order to stimulate greater
The contest offers two career if you are candid, you cannot pre- George Washington?
N. Behrman created in "End of
Can we therhood of man. Let us not judge
interest in the study of Florida hisSummer", presented Friday and prizes —one for men, one for wo- tend to ignore them. It is of such merely accept his words? What too harshly of such people, lest we
tory among the high school stuSaturday by the Annie Russell men — consisting of a six months' stuff that most of life is made. Yet, would George Washington have corrupt our own faith.
dents of Florida.
apprenticeship,
with
salary,
in
the
I do not believe that it will la
one may find any and all of these said, if someone had urged him
players. Except for brief and not
The contest was founded by Irv
Conde Nast Studios in New York somewhere else. They are not pe- to abandon his great enterprise, be- very long before it will become
too worthy injections for plot,
ing Bacheller, present "dean o
—with the possibility of a perma- culiar to America. But for me, cause "the Pilgrim Fathers were clear that Hitler is the real traitor,
that's
all
there
wa,s—^talk.
Of
Florida writers," who offers, as ;
nent position on completion of the
content to live under the British that it is he who has betrayed the
' course, with the name S. N. Behr- period of apprenticeship. In addi- there is something quite unique in
gift, two gold medals.
Crown, so why not w e ? " Ameri- eternal values of German as well
I man, one expects no more than tion, eight cash prizes and honor- America, and I shall try to speak
The subject of the contest thi,
ca's faith is a living faith, not a as of all European civilization. For
of that deeper meaning alone.
' diamond - cut - diamond dialogue,
year is based on "Notable Person
mentions will be awarded.
lot
of dead verbiage.
that reason I would say this war
Let me first remove a common
alities of Florida." It is hoped that
, whose only flaw is its responsi1 our search for new talent,"
America's great have always is not a wai- involving a German
misunderstanding.
Most people
this year's subject will direct atbility to search for plot now and said Mrs. Chase, Editor-in-Chief of
boldly faced the future. Jefferson cause. Hitler's cause has nothing
do
not
grasp
the
deeper
essence
of
tention to men and women who are
Vogue, "it is natural for Vogue to
j then.
America, because they approach it thought a little revolution every to do with the cause of the Gerresponsible for the significant
turn to the colleges, where there
j This author delights in inviting is a keen interest in photography as something which it is not. Amer- twenty-five years would be very man people. An American woman,
HELEN BAILEY
achievements in the history and dea number of personable characters and a background in the arts well ica is not a nation in the sense in; healthy. Lincoln proclaimed his Nora Wain, has painted the most
velopment of Florida. There are
which England, France or Germany irrepressible belief in the ultimate moving picture of the dark nadir
to inhabit his stage to discusi
many fields of endeavor that may
able to produce the type of photoggiven subject or subjects until rapher suited to our editorial re- possess nationhood. There is n o | justice of the people. Wilson made through which Germany is passing
be chosen, but only one person
eleven o'clock, when the subject, quirements. We believe that among common blood-tie linked with a dis- a first attempt to persuade the today. But she did not lose her
should be made the subject of an
essay. He or she may be chosen
and often the audience, is exhaust- the student body of our American tinct language or a separate cul- world to organize upon American faith in the "ultimate justice of the
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
tural heritage. America claims ideals: the brotherhood of man people" any more than Lincoln did.
from any period of the four-anded.
colleges there are many promising
one quarter centuries of the his- get those words. Because of this
In this particular tete-a-tete with photographers. It is our purpose to and can claim all of Europe's cul- united under a federal constitution. Maybe we here in America will
tory of Florida.
"emergency" about which they were the spectator, Mr. Behrman propos discover them through this con- tures as her parents. Shakespeare The results have been discouraging, have to pass through such a vale
and Goethe, Leonardo da Vinci and But do you really, in your heart of tears in this generation.
es a number of themes: Class test."
The decision of the judges will | spoken, all of the passengers
Dark shadows are falling across
Rembrandt, Voltaire and Luther, of hearts, believe that we can aban
be based upon originality, fluency required to carry their lifebelts against class; generation against
The cause of good photography
don that goal without surrender- the land, and sinister views are beof expression, accuracy, and na- \ with them and the lifeboats were generation; and the inability of one has, for many years, been a tradi- Tolstoi and Beethoven are equally
near and equally dear to us. This ing the meaning of Amercia? I ing expounded by Americans who,
tural and effective delivery.
lowered continually during the first class and generation to see
tion of the Conde Nast Publicaborn in this land, hove never experof tremendous importance for our think not.
other's viewpoint.
There ii
Essays should be forwarded to i°^^ '^^V^ ""*•
tions, publishers of Vogue, House &
I have spoken of Washington, of ienced the thrill of becoming an
Professor A. J. Hanna, Rollins Col- I I " reply to my question concern- solution offered, as indeed, what Garden and other leading maga- future, as for our past.
Jefferson, of Lincoln, of Woodrow American citizen. I shall not bed
exclusive
nationsolution
is
possible?
An
admirlege, Winter Park, Florida, notjing^tj^e blackout on board, Luis
zines.
Among the outstanding
n infest a truly American Wilson. In these four names you lieve that they can gain the upper
one of the weirdest able thesis, but without a strong artists who helped to create this
later than January 22, 1940,
it grows in culture and re- have in a nutshell what America hand until they do. But even if
ever had—to plot to back it up, we question its tradition are Baron de Meyer, Edsix contestants who thus qualify feelings that I h;
finement,
a thing which happens means to me. For look at the con- they should, the American ideal will
place
in
the
theatre.
for the final contest shall memorize step on deck and see nothing but
ward Steichen, Charles Sheeler,
trast with Europe. In Washing- not die. It will be reinvigorated
In act one, a young heiress is in Anton Bruehl, Ralph
their essays and deliver them from darkness and hear nothing but the
Steiner, often in European countries. There ton's and Jefferson's day Europe
by such an attack, and like a phoentellectuals
become so buried in
love
with
an
impoverished
radical,
waves
washing
against
the
side
of
memory without notes at "Gate
George Hoyningen-Huene, Lusha
the Isles," Mr. Bacheller's estate in our boat, accompanied by the throb- but her money is in the way. In act Nelson, Cecil Beaton, John Rawl- the glories of their particular na- was dominated by Napoleon Bona- nix it will rise from the ashes of
bing of her engines." Then he con- three, bank account or no, she ap- ings, Andre Durst, Roger Schall, tional past that they come to identi- parte. I admire Washington and those of us who perish in the fight
Winter Park, at four o'clock or
tinued, "All of the armament that parently gets him. Between these Horst, and Toni Frissell. Many of fy culture with their own national Jefferson, while I despise Bona- For there is only one way for man- I
1 of February 23, 1940,
The English, the parte. Who towered over Europe kind to live, and live in peace, and
we carried was one old gun which two pinnacles of plot, the conver- them achieved much of their finest achievement.
French, the Germans, the Ital- in Lincoln's day? The rival im- that is the eventual adoption of the
made me laugh whenever I saw it." sation is stretched like a suspen- work in collaboration with
sion bridge. And over it the char- London, Paris and New York ians and the Russians all share this perialists Disraeli and Bismarck. American ideal of a co-operative
As do all belligerent
ing in wartime, the Cameronia took j acters slowly, slowly trudge. It studios of the Conde Nast Publica- danger of nationalist conceit. Let I cherish with affectiolt bordering constitutional democracy for all
a zigzag course which required caused this reviewer to restlessly tions. The opportunity to work in us thank heaven that wc are not a on devotion the simple figure of mankind. "We are all brothers,
"Rollins student makes good
Abraham Lincoln, while Disraeli and the bitter taste of our dissennine days. Luis remarked that he rock from haunch to haunch. Intersame studios, to acquire the nation in this tribal sense.
not a seldom-heard phrase around and a friend took compass readings woven in this story of the futility
Many sensitive Americans have and Bismarck fill me with a vague tions must not make us lose the
here, and it has come to the atten- throughout the trip which showed of money, youth, and education — technical and artistic knowledge es- felt bitterly the gap which this mixture of antipathy and disgust. quiet confidence that our dismay
tion of the school that Edna Har- that they went nearly every direc- which just about covers everything sential to a career in photography, lack of a tribal unity in America And who can hesitate between the is in itself a sign of our creative
being offered to the winners
mon, graduate of '39, is another of tion during the passage and then —is the planless, happy-go-love-me
imposes upon each and all of us. A noble idealism of Woodrow Wilson urge, or never-ending effort toward
of Vogue's Photographic Contest.
those students to bring honor to her for only a short time.
and the brutal cynicism of Luden- harmony".
story of Leonie, who makes up with
The
contest
will be composed of deep nostalgia has forever filled
Alma Mater.
That, I maintain, is the meaning
In addition, their ship received affection where she loses in intel- a series of eight photographic prob- Americans, young and old, for the dorff, the shifty craft of Lloyd
Miss Harmon has
George
and the vindictive rapacity of America. It is what America
security of a common ancestry.
orders from the British Admiralty lect. As this effervescent, perenand important job in Louis' Dress concerning their actions as six hour nial ingenue, Helen Bailey, more lems to be presented in the maga- When I first decided to remain here, of Clemenceau? You may object
These will cover a wide range
Shop in Orlando, and is making
in the middle 20's, American friends to my adjectives; but in these conintervals. The passage had been attractive than ever, wears her talmarkable progress in her chosen made so secretly in fact, that when ent on her sleeve. This character, of topics, including outdoor and in- often asked me in puzzlement why trasts are symbolized my feelings
T H E CHOIR
line of work, which is personnel and they docked at New York on Christ- while a dominating one, is a little door shots, action, still life, etc. I, an European of good family and about the meaning of America. For
With a Dedication to
publicity managing. Miss Har- mas Day, none of the port authori- more than a mistress of ceremonies Winners of the contest will join satisfactory material
Christopher 0. Honaas
prospects, democracy is not ruling, but a laVogue's
New
York
staff
on
or
mon's official title is Director of ties were expecting them, and their who stirs up a bit of action between
should want to remain here and be- boring to create a good life for Ed. Note: "The Old Hundred" is a
about June 15.
Publicity, but she fulfills many oth- pilot had to ask the name and reg- economical
all.
hymn.
dissertations.
Mrs.
further information write come an American. They thought
er offices at the same time. Aside istry of the Cameronia.
But let us not talk of the defense
Bailey managed to pinch the fre- to Conde Nast News Service, 420 Europe was so much more beaufrom her regular personnel work,
Our conversatii
took a ser- ] quently lagging pace in the proper Lexington Avenue, New York City. tiful, cultivated and all that. No! of democracy so much as of our Half a bar, half a bar,
which includes handling criticisms
one has expressed this longing of (buildmg it. We have our Consti- Half a bar onward!
turn, and we
discussing ] place and sent it scurrying on its
and suggestions about the store, the present European situation
Americans for the cultures of the tution as a framework for such In to an awful ditch
way. She gave her impetuous, lovmeeting new residents and introdu- general and England in particular. able Leonie Frothingham a quality
rest of the world more movingly building, and it has perhaps been Choir and precentor hitch.
cing them to the store. Miss Har- Luis said that he believed the Eng- that was ninety-nine and fort-four
than Archibald McLeish, in his superior to any other that we might Into a mess of pitch,
mon helps write the radio advertis- lish were getting impatient with hundreds percent purr.
have had. But we must not deceive
"American Letter".
They led the Old Hundred.
ing scripts, directs and plans fash- the stalemate in the West, but that
The role of radical, friendly. Den Former Rollins Student Is
"It is a strange thing to be an ourselves into thinking that the Trebles to right of them.
ion shows, and takes care of any there the war is a matter of a nis McCarthy (a character with a
task has been accomplished. There Tenors to left of them,
American",
he
cries
in
that
song,
Soloist of Evening
direct complaints.
waiting game and that they fully remarkable resemblance to Dick
"Neither a place it is nor a blood is much in American life which is Basses in front of them,
Miss Harmon was formerly with realize it. Then he added that al- Kelly, and played by same) went
name. America is West and the sordid and utterly contrary to our
Bellowed and thundered.
The Symphony Orchestra of
the Orlandoan, and is interested in though there is no enthusiasm for most of the best lines. Mr. Kelly
ideals. Only if we squarely face
wind blowing . . . America is
Central Florida held the first of its
these failures, ca nwe stand up un- Oh, that precentor's look.
continuing her present line of work. the present war among the British, showed that he usually knew hi
ther a land nor a people . . . An
When
the sopranos took
concert
series
Tuesday,
January
der
the
sneering
attacks
of
those
"When at Rollins she was very ac- there is no doubt in their minds handle them. Although his r
ca is alone: many together, many
who challenge our ideals. We must Their ovm time and hook
tive on campus, among other things, that they shall be victorious in it. ments defied grace, and his gesture 16th, a t the Winter Park High
of one mouth, of one breath, dressed not take lightly the challenge
From the Old Hundred!
a member of Libra, advertising Their worry is not how to win the was mechanically spaced, Mr. Kel School Auditorium.
as one — and none brothers among Fascists and Bolshevists as they
The program included the followcommissioner, debate
manager, war, but how to win the peace that ly made a living, three dimensional
them: only the taught speech and remind us of race persecution and Screeched all the trebles here,
member of Pi Kappa Delta, and be- wili follow it, and that question character who one could not help ing:
the aped tongue.
America is class antagonism, of poverty and Boggled the tenors there,
seemed to be uppermost in Luis' wanting to know.
Overture to Euryanth — Weber.
longed to the Phi Mu sorority.
crime.
Raising the parson's hair,
mind too.
Concei-to in E major — Bach.
This feeling, so deep, so powerMimi Graves is the most refreshWhile his mind wandered;
Symphony
No.
5
—
TschaikowBut let us remind them in turn
As soon as Luis presented this ing young actress seen in the serie;
ful, so touching in its bitter despair,
Theirs not to reason why
question of how to win the peace for a long time, and we wonder why sky.
is characteristic of the Americans that it is one thing for these things This psalm was pitched too high:
The soloist for the evening was
to
happen,
another
to
make
(he was questioning me now), he she hasn't appeared before. Grace
I have known. For America is a
Theirs but to gasp and cry
had an answer that immediately ful, natural, with all the qualities Broadus Erie, a former Rollins brotherhood of folks united in a tue out of them.
conservatory student, and a memOut the Old Hundred.
interested me. Fast growing in that make men look twice, sh.
common faith. At the risk of
In the last analysis, the meaning
ber
of
the
Curtis
Institute
in
PhilTrebles to right of them.
popularity
throughout
England,
The pledges of Kappa Alpha enpeared to advantage as Paula Froshocking and offending you, let me of America to me is found in its
Tenors to left of them.
tertained the active members from this movement known as Federal thingham. Not even the effect of adelphia.
tell you that the true American is ideals embodying the earthly, ethUnder the inspiring leadership of
Basses in front of them.
9:30 to 12:00 at the fraternity Union is headed by Lord Lothian; some very badly chosen gowns
;r just born; he has to become ical aspirations of Christianity. The
Bellowed and thundered.
house on Saturday evening with an speaking in terms of our own coun- could dull her quiet, well-bred radi- Alexander Bloch, distinguished viby sharing in the ideals which message of Jesus was: Be kind to
olinist and conductor, the concert
try, it might be referred to as a ance.
Stormed they with shout and yell,
informal dance.
give America her true meaning. your fellowmen. America's aspirawas indeed dynamic. Such a magNot wise they sang nor well,
Refreshments were served during United States of Europe, or as a
Always knowing exactly what to nificent performance as was given Did you ever think of the fact that tions seek to make earnest with this
dreamer might phrase it, a United
Drowning the sexton's bell,
the evening.
amongst the recent immigrants you aspiration
In my very first travdo with a part, Howard Bailey apThe girls who honored the event States of the World—at least that peared as Boris, Count Mirsky. He Tuesday night was certainly uplift- will find the most real, the most els in this country I was struck with While all the church wondered.
its
ultimate
goal
and
a
wondering and was loudly applauded.
with their presence included: Aggie
is
an
eternal
pleasure
to
watch,
for
ardent
Americans?
That
those
this
ever-present
humanism.
WhenSince Dr. Mary L. Leonard foundChalker, Betty Watson, Norine ful one to look forward to. This in- his voice and movements effortlessmen and women who come here ever you spoke of suffering, people Dire the precentor's glare,
Farr, Smokey Sholley, Nancy ternational organization will have a ly flow into a pleasing effect. ed the Symphony Ordhestra ir kindled by the faith which kindled wanted to help; no matter how Flashed his pitchfork in air
tral authority which will lay the
1927, it has won an outstanding
Locke, Jayne Rittenhouse, Erika
Brooding,
emotional,
he
made
good
the
pilgrims and settlers who found- crude for an intellectual viewpoint, Sounding fresh keys to bear
Heyder, Helen Darling, Mario Russ, foundation for a common currency, contrast with the disinfectant per- name for itself.
Out the Old Hundred.
ed this country are embodying the Americans struck me as deeply civThe next concert will be given
Sue Terry, Sherry Gregg, Ann trade, army migration and foreign sonality of the psychiatrist.
essence of America while you may ilized in their anxiety to be helpful, Swiftly he turned his back,
policy.
Luis
is
vitally
interested
Clark, Shirley Bowstead, Mary
February 20th, also at the Aud:
Reached
he his hat from rack,
not?
neighborly,
generous
to
the
point
of
For the first time, George Holt troium; successive performances
this movement and certainly preGore, Betty de Giers, Marilee Twist,
Then from the screaming pack,
Of course the professional pa- self-abandonment.
ited an interesting argument in appeared to be perfectly happy in will be held March 12th and April
Deedee Hoenig, Joan Kellogg-Smith
Himself
he sundered.
his
role,
for
it
was
stacked
to
show
trioteer
denies
this,
but
remember
its
favor.
Coming from the hatreds and
and Rita Costello.
2nd.
off his special talents. Although
that everywhere on earth the pro- conceits of the European "intelliMiss Buell and Mrs. Scott were
Replying to my question of the his was not a pleasant part, this
fessional patrioteer is the most con- gentsia", I felt deeply touched by Tenors to right of him,
the chaperones.
United States—our active or pas- • actor, particularly in his third act
temptible of all beings. Patriotism this modesty, this readiness to ef- Tenors to left of him,
sive participation in European af-; love scenes, did the hest work of his
in that form is, as Dr. Johnson said, face oneself and one's view in or- Discords behind him,
fairs? Luis said, "The States will acting career.
Bellowed and thundered.
Alpha Phi Sorority will have the last refuge of a scoundrel. But der to learn, to progress. It was
be able to do more good by staying
LETTERS TO THE
Rose Dresser, making her debut the first All-College dance of the nowhere is he more contemptible at that time my great inspiration Oh, the wild howls they wrought:
out of the way and remaining neu- j with the Annie Russell players,
Right
to
the end they fought!
than
in
America.
The
foul-mouthed
to
become
a
worker
in
the
joint
enEDITOR
tral. I can very readily understand ! gave a lovely, pastel performance year, Saturday evening, Janu- agitators who revile the names of
terprise of all free peoples to build Some tune they sang, but not,
why you want to remain isolated after a slow beginning. Her cos- ary 20, at Dubsdread Country
America's great as they preach
Not the Old Hundred.
international
order
on
the
AmerClub.
The
decorations
will
carwhen my neighbors fight, I don't tumes were stunning, and so was
January ID, 1940
their doctrine of Americanism have
Anonymous—Reprinted
n pattern. I saw a beautiful
n out of my house and fight with her second act. Charles Mendel ry out a Winter Wonderland
Editor, The Sandspur,
never grasped the ideal upon which vision of ever closer collaboration
them. But after the war," he ad- gave a pleasant and reliable pictur- theme. The dance will start at
Rollins College,
this
commonwealth
is
founded.
A
pure-bred
livestock sale aO"
between
my
mother
country
and
my
ded, "you must enter actively into ization as the flustered, dusty and 9:30 and last till 1:30.
Winter Park, Fla.
Into the making of America all bridal country. That is how I ring show will feature the Slash
foreign affairs—for your own bene- not particularly necessary Dr. DexSir:
of Europe has gone to achieve a liked to think of America: as my Pine Forest and Farm Festival a*
is
well
as
that
of
Europe.
In
Whatever nomenclature memter. Slightly out of his element
present day, you cannot ignore was Newton Merrill, for his role romantic declarations between in- synthesis which the several peo- bride. I thought I saw the dawn Lake City, November 16. Goverbers of the Rollins College Faculty
ples in their distinct national homes of an age when the practical states- nor Cone of Florida and Governor
genue and juvenile.
may have to endure, the "stude" the rest of the world; it is your called for not a single epigram.
Largely, the acting was detailed could not accomplish. The vision manship of America might realize Rivers of Georgia are expected to
moral
obligation."
who vn^te the headline about Carl
His sets, especially his second-act
d very well done, and we can find of this synthesis depends upon the the dream of universal peace which attend.
Friedrich in this week's issue was
"Perhaps you're right," was my drawing-room, however, were sufault with the porcelain glaze faith which has made America "
el Kant had dreamt of:
in error. There ARE NO PROFS
ly reply.
j perb. The butterfly-wing blue scenand smoothness with which Miss great. But let us be careful not universal federation of free repubThe Ohio tax commission ha»|
at Harvard.
Ic panel, paradoxically enough, was Lockhart blesses all her produc- to fall into the trap of national con- lies. Was it too soon, or shall it ruled that a three per cent amuseSincerely Yours,
Commuting students a t Massa- too good looking. This reviewer tions. But there was something ceit. We are far from having real- never be?
ment tax must be paid on gross reLewis Anthony Dexter,
chusetts State College travel a to- kept concentrating on it, particu- missing behind Mr. Behrman's tidy ized the ideal which we cherish.
It is the tragedy of an American ceipts of all college social funcA. M. (Harv.) '38 tal of 18,024 miles a week.
larly during those sub-high school conversation. It won't do, Mr. B.!
There are many nowadays who do of German descent today that a tions.

Hortal Discusses
European Conditions

Responsible Position
Held By Rollins Grad

Symphony Orchestra
Gives First Concert

Kappa Alpha Pledges
Entertain Actives at
Dance, S a t u r d a y

Announcement
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SPORTS
Georgian Quintet
Wins by One Point
In Thrilling Game
Seventeen Points Scored in
Extra Five Minutes of Play;
Rollins' Passing is Bad
A field goal in the last five seconds of an overtime period encounter enabled Norman Junior
College to squeeze out a 34-33 victory over the Rollins College five
here last night in a thrilling basketball game.
Burnett, Norman forward, hooked
in a long, overhand shot with less
than five seconds of a five-minute
overtime period remaining to climax a hair-raising extra period
scoring spree and net the Georgians
their win in the rough but fast
game.
The Rollins quintet overcame a
6-15 handicap, tied up the score by
the end of the game by taking full
advantage of the towering "Tiny"
Phillips, six foot, five inch center
and sent the fracas into an extra
heat.
With the score tied at 25-25 at the
outset of the five-minute extra period, the two aggregations started
scoring in a wild and wooly manner
right up to the final whistle.
Phillips, who sacked nine field
goals and one free throw to lead the
scoring with 19 points, lifted in a
basket soon after the start of the
overtime stretch. Earl Brankert
followed shorlty with another field
goal to send the Tars into a fourpoint lead over the Norman Bears.
Avera, Norman center, dropped in
a field basket to whack the lead in
half. Brankert made good one of
two foul shots to send Rollins into
a 30-27 lead with little less than
two minutes of play remaining.
Burnett, who tied with Center
Maynard for the visitors' high point
honors, both getting 10 points,
made good a foul shot and sank a
field goal from the free throw line
to knot the count. Joe Justice
counted a foul shot to give Rollins
a 31-30 lead, but Clements immediately counted a field goal for the
Georgians to take the lead right
back. Phillips plumped in another basket for Rollins and sent the
Tars ahead, 33-32, with less than
10 seconds of play remaining. Burnett then came through with his
beautiful, overhanded toss into the
basket to cinch the thrilling encounter. The game was slow during the first half, but after the rest
period, progressively picked up as
the minutes ticked off.
LINEUPS
Rollins
Points
Jones, f
Tolson, f
Daugherty, f
Brady, f
_..
Phillips, e
Brankert, g
Justice, g
Norman Junior College
Burnett, f
Laurus, f
Maynard, f
Avera
Clements, g
Powell, g
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Anderson Represents
Rollins At S. I. A. A.
Sees Crew Lose Hard Race;
Leaves for Philadelphia
During the Christmas holidays.
Dean Anderson journeyed to New
Orleans to represent Rollins at the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Association's annual meeting, held
this year at the Hotel New Orleans.
Besides acting for Rollins as Dean
of the college and chairman of the
athletic association, he also represented the second district, comprising Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
and Georgia, of which he is vicepresident. No new motions were
carried at the meeting, but in the
election the Dean was elected senior vice-president of the organization.
The entire Anderson family went
to New Orleans and stayed over
for the crew race. The Dean felt
that it was no reflection on the Rollins crew to be beaten; they were
good, but their opponents were superb.
Dean Anderson again left Monday, this time for Philadelphia
where he is to represent Rollins at
a meeting of the Association of
American Colleges.
Eleven service clubs ai Lake
County held an inter-cl»b meeting
in Eustis Thursday o^ this week.
Dr. W. L. Therkildson, "All Florida" editor of the Miami Herald,
was the principal speaker.

GUNSMOKE
By DICK and AL
There seemed to be some doubt as
to whether riflery was an accredited sport for women, but after
checking up with Marge Webber,
we found that girls could take riflery as physical education. The
only girl who is doing any shooting
is Alice Newcomer, who turned in
a good record last term.
We're glad to see a lot of our
old members back for the advanced
course, plus a few new shooters
on the list. Those taking the advanced courses are Free Babcock,
Jay Leslie, Bob Ruse, Jules Steffens, and Alice Newcomer. New
members are: Art Bifield, Charlie
Cobb, Dick Forbes, and Harold Gillespie.
For the benefit of the fraternity
groups we wish to say that the Intramural matches will be held in
March. These matches will be fifty
yards prone and fifty foot off hand.
There will be two men's teams from
each organization, shooting under
N.R.A. rules. Intramural points
will be given: 25 for entry, 1 2 ^ for
team championship, 1 2 ^ for individual high gun. Runners-up in
both team championship and individual high gun will both receive
6% points. The trophy for the
team championship is on display in
the showcase at Lyman Hall.

ROLLINS
SANDSPUR
Intramural Athletics
Completed for Fall
ALONG THE SIDELINES
Tennis and Track Schedule
Over With X Club Ahead
By ROBERT McKENNAN
The intramural tennis and track
tournaments were finished December 15 with Bill Chick (X-Club) defeating Bob McKennan (Independent) in the singles tennis finals
2-6, 6-3, 6-1. The doubles finals
saw Danny Speyers and Bill Chick
trim Jack Budreau and Everett
Farnsworth (Sigma Nu).
The track meet was monopolized
by the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and the X-CIub. All the other
fraternities failed to receive organization credits because of their inability to put forth the necessary
three men to qualify.
In former years intramural track
consisted of a three-mile crosscountry race. This year it has been
changed, as the participants did not
train, and it was considered a health
hazard. Four filed events were
held, and individual winners in
these events were: Pole Vault, Don
Miller with 10 feet; Broad Jump,
Pres Wetherell, 18 feet 11 inches;
High Jump, Matt Ely, 5 feet 1 inch;
and in the shot put, Tiny Phillips
threw the 16 lb. shot 40 feet 8
inches.
The winter term brings into the
intramurals basketball, which started last week.
Dr. Thurston Adams, physical
education instructor, supervises all
these contests.

By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.
No sooner does the college go into session than the thumping of
pigskin is heard. McDowall and his
charges are already at work cutting
the rough edges off of next fall's
football machine. Take it from me,
the possibilities look mighty fine.
With the new crop of freshmen
working alongside the veterans,
things are brightening up. Grady
Ray, ball-carrier-deluxe, is certainly destined to make a great name
for himself, if he continues to improve as he has in the past few
months. Bill Justice has a big order to fill with a reputation like
Joe's to compete with. We are
sure, however, that he will make a
good job of it. Phil Blitz seems
to be doing a grand job at his newly
appointed guard post. The loss of
Coach Waite is sadly felt by all the
linemen; however, Paul Bouton is
doing a first rate substitution, especially in regards to a certain
charging machine. In all I think
Coach McDowall is quite pleased
with his prospects.

needed points. Under Doc Adams'
leadership, it won't be long before
the basketeers break into the win
column. Let us hope they are at
their peak when the Stetson aggregation arrives on the Winter Park
campus.
Speaking of basketball, the intramural outfits have begun to
clash in classical battles. That is
always a sign that there is a lot
of fun to be had by you spectators
as the blood runs deep. As a matter of fact, the rivalry in this particular sport is more keen than that
of any other single activity in the
college. If by chance you are looking for an inexpensive, entertaining evening, you might drop in on
one of these feuds.
As the sun begins to warm up the
Florida air again, the sound of racquet on ball is heard. That is always a sign that tennis is here
to stay for the rest of the year.
We understand that Bob Davis has
been over in Orlando taking on a
few of the top flight players in the
country as they paused here to play
in the Florida State matches. I
might also add that our boy made a
really fine showing. In a match
played against Elwood Cooke, winner at Wimbledon last year. Bob
came out on the short end of a 6-2,
6-1 score. The match was a good
deal closer than the score indicates,
however. It was a tough assignment to go in and play against a
man with a reputation like Cooke's
and be able to turn in as fine a show
as Bob did. Our hats are off to you
and good luck, Bob.

Basketball is now in the spotlight and a bright one at that. Although the team's first encounter
was rather distastrous, they have
fine possibilities. In "Tiny" Phillips we have a gem. There should
be many teams that remember
his play. More than half of the
quintet's offense rested on his
broad shoulders Saturday night, as
he scored 19 of the 33 points talAt the moment the eds. of this
lied. "June" Lingerfelt played
column are surreptitiously glancing
his usual good game at a guard
at gun catalogues and our budget.
Intramural fencing is a thing post, besides scoring a few much
We would like to get two more
rifles for the class — light target which has been non-existant on the
rifles for the girls and beginning Rollins campus due to the comparaclass. There are a few minor im- tive high degree of training which
provements going on down at the requires the participant to take lesrange, but we think that we will sons and practice for several
have enough money left to get months before he can enter into
any type of competition. This is
these guns.
the reason that the fartemities and
By GEORGE EHRLICH
In a moment of madness, I'm goother groups have never backed
ing to give you the low-down on my
the sport. This plus the fact that
fellow ed., Al. One Sunday afterWe hope most of you remember
nobody had ever taken the inter- Editor's note: Any similarity to any
noon we were wondering what to
est or initiative to really organize student, past, present or future, is all the fun and laughs we had last
do, when we thought about Skeet.
year at the freshman show. This
and train a sufficient number of purely co-incidental.
"See here, AI," I sez, "I can wipe non-varsity fencers and secure suityear we're working with a new
our eye. Whoever loses will pay able awards for a tournament.
show to be given this Friday, Jan.
Well, well, well:
the bill."
19 at the Winter Park High School
Have you heard the story they're at 8:15. The Winter Fark Kiwanis
Last Spring, however, through
"Hold on," he replies, with a
gleam in his eye that I didn't un- the efforts of one of the members telling at Chase about the girl who are sponsoring the show and it is
of
the
boys'
varsity,
the
girls'
inwas
out
rushing
and
came
home
derstand till later, "I haven't shot
called "The Radio Review for 1940".
since October, howza bout a han- tramurals were established on a late and a little tipsy?
The entire proceeds of this show
firm basis and a trophy was pur"What time is i t ? " asked the will go to our city's poor. The addicap ?"
chased
for
them.
The
meet
was
drowsy
house
mother
who
was
mission is only fifty cents, and one
Bein' an honest sort of chap mydollar for reserved seats. Let's all
self, I said "O.K.", so when we very successful, though limited in waiting up.
"One o'clock."
be there and enjoy ourselves and
finished figuring things out, I had entrants. Lolo Johnson won first
place.
Just at that moment the clock help charity at the same time.
given him a three bird handicap.
This year the tournament will chimed three.
To make a long story of under"Oh," cried the girl, looking at
handedness short, after we had fin- have more contestants, a smoother
ished the round with a borrowed running set-up and medals for first the clock, "we know it's one o'clock!
gun, he had a 22 and I had a 20. second and third place. The first You don't have to repeat it three
place
winner
also
will
be
presenttimes."
What got me down was that honest
look he had on his face when we ed with the large tournament
Disclosing the temperamental
were hashing over the handicap, award, which will be kept by her
Then there's the girl over a t
then he didn't even need one to beat sorority or group until the competi- Cloverleaf who is having trouble and political forces that impelled
tion next year. This year too, a with her boy friend. She says: "I the Rebirth in Italy, Dr. 0. F. Fairme. Such is life!
boys' intramurals has been organdon't know what to do. If I pre- field addressed the first session of
ized and a similar set-up of awards
tend I don't understand his jokes, "Art Trends — Past and Present,"
LOST AND FOUND
secured for the winners.
he takes me for a dumb-bell. If I Wednesday at the Rollins Art StuBoth tournaments will be held pretend I do understand them and dio. President of the Orlando Art
Students are urged to bring in during the Spring term, probably in
Association, and an international
lost articles and there are many March, officials and judges being don't laugh, he takes me forioa authority on the Renaissance, Dr.
prude. And if I laugh at them, he
articles to be claimed in the o.ffice. selected from the boys' varsity.
thinks I'm a little evil minded . . . . Fairfield discussed aspects of that
epoch sometimes misconstrued.
FOUND
It's a tough life.
Citizens of Holly Hill are enthuPINK SHELL GLASSES
The Renaissance, he said, hardly
siastic about the possibilities of
BLACK RIMMED GLASSES.
Just about the height of conceit,
VARIOUS KEYS . . . ON KEY the Dart Airplane Factory estab- said this girl over at Lucy Cross, is had a civilization. Barely out of
crusading
RINGS AND ONE BLK. CASE. lishing a manufacturing plant at the tall, blonde, freshman who sent savagery, Europeans
that point. Officials have been in- his mother a telegram of congratu- against the fine old cultures of the
HESSON GUARD PIPE.
Near East brushed the hem of the
ONE BLK AND ONE BROWN specting possible sites in the neigh- lations on his own birthday.
ancient Chinese civilization, and
borhood during the past week.
GLASSES CASES.
were fascinated. They brought
LOST
OVERHEARD:
back celery and spices to garnish
Butler
University
is
being
sued
3 PAIRS OF PINK RIMMED
their hearty feasting. It became the
for $25,000 damages by a fresh- At Fox Hall:
GLASSES.
man injured in a chemistry labor"Did he threaten you when he custom to seat the guest of honor
1 SCOTCH WOOL MITTEN.
next to the common spice pot. And
atory explosion.
kissed
you?"
LIFE PHOTOGRAPHER LOST
thus the young civilization, in which
"Yes! He said; if you scream I'll
A BLK. BOX OF PHOTOGRAPHknives and forks — and handkerCornell University has a special never kiss you again."
IC WIRES.
chiefs — were unknown, began to
faculty counselor for foreign stuMANY FOUNTAIN PENS.
affect a sporadic elegance. But,
At K.A.
dents.
"What do you mean, Don is an however rude these ways may seem
to later and more cleanly cultures,
Atheist?"
1939 ALL-SANDSPUR BOWL INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL TEAM
"Yes, he really is. He doesn't there is that astounding legacy of
The following all star teams were picked by the three men who referbeauty, the work of the artists —
believe
and artisans — of the Renaissance.
eed in the games throughout the season and were therefore the best
Briefly, Dr. Fairfield vignetted
judges of who should be chosen. The player who got the greatest num- At the Kappa Lodge;
a handful of these masters; Fra
ber of votes from these three judges, who separately chose their own
"He admires everything in me—
Philippo Lippi, the first to paint
my
hair,
my
eyes,
my
complexion;
teams, was the player who made the first team.
the Madonna from life; from his
everything!"
wife, in fact — she was a lovely wo"And what do you admire in
First Team
man and winning her had been a
„ Lambda Chi Alpha him?"
End—Carrow Tolson
long and strenuous affair. Dona"His good taste!"
. Lambda Chi Alpha
Center — Bob Matthews .
tello, defying the churchman's horPhi Delta Theta
End—John Fleiger
ror of the flesh; his "David" was
. Lambda Chi Alpha At Lambda Chi Alpha:
Q.B.—Dick Kelly
the first important since the days
Phi Delta Theta
H.B.—Wendy Davis
_
The boys found a composition of the Roman decadence. SignorLambda Chi Alpha that one of them wrote in public elli ingeniously placating the clerH.B.—Eddie Weinberg
.__
X Club school. It's about CATS. This is ics by making the nudes represent
j?.B.—Dick Rodda it:
the damned in Hell. Michelangelo
"Cats that meant for little boys bitterly laboring on the Medici
- Lambda Chi Alpha to maul and tease is called MaulYnd—Fred Kasten
tomb, a job he loathed, because he
X
Club
Center—Wallace McBriar
tese cast. Some cats is reckemized loathed the Medici.
X Club by how quiet their purrs is, and
End—Wils Whitehead . —
Through two centuries this pagX Club these is named Purrsian cats. The
Q.B.—Jack Meyers
eant ran its brilliant course, happily
Sigma Nu cats what has very bad tempers is
H.B.—Jimmy Coates
X Club called Angorie cats. And cats with always this side of perfection.
II.B.—Dan Speyers
Finally, citing the power and mysLambda Chi Alpha deep feelins is called Feeline cats.
F.B.—Bud Albert
tery of Michelangelo unfinished
I don't like cats."
"Day", Dr. Fairfield commented
Honorable Mention
on the eternal paradox, but the
Edmonds, X Club. Hickok, Phi Delta Theta. Miller, Sigma Nu.
At Lake Side:
approach to perfection is worth
Wagner, Independents. Siddall, Kappa Alpha. Hagnauer, Sigma Nu.
"Why do you think he's so nice?" more than the goal.
Green, Independents. Hagood, Independents. Hoover, Phi Delts. Cook,
"Well, I prefer a man who's
This course is part of the Rollins
Sigma Nu. House, Phi Delta Theta. Whiston, X Club. Ray, Inde- frankly stupid, to an idiot who tries Adult Educational Program, and is
open to the public.
to act clever!"
pendents.

FENCING NOTES

The Spice of Type

Fairfield Addresses
Adult Art Class

Scholarship Fund
Established For
Student Aviators

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Here we go beginning a new
Three Individual Prizes Offer- sport
season, and it looks like the
ed; Awards to be Given to best yet!
Colleges Also
The team sport this term is hockEstablishment of a $15,000 scholarship and award fund, for which
more than 9,000 student aviators
in 400 American colleges will be
eligible to compete, was announced
by Major Lester D. Gardner, Executive Secretary of the Institute of
the Aeronautical Sciences.
The fund, established by Shell
Oil Company to provide the Shell
Intercollegiate Aviation Scholarships for student pilots, and the
Shell Aviation Awards for colleges
and flight schools participating in
the Civil Aeronatuics Authority's
civilian pilot training program, will
be administered by the Institute.
Plans for administration of the
fund call for the selection of the
nation's three outstanding student
pilots by means of an audit of their
grades and by a nationwide flight
competition next June. Seven regional elimination contests are to
be held after which seven winners
will compete for the three scholarship awards at Washington, D. C.
The winner of the national competition will receive a scholarship
of $1,000 to be used for advancement of his education along aeronautical lines. Students placing second and third will receive $750 and
$500 scholarships, respectively.
Awards will be made on the basis
of the student's record in the government flight and ground courses
and his ability to execute specified
flight maneuvers with maximum
precision and safety. Stunt flying
will have no place in the competitino to select the winners. Provision is made for expenses of finalists and semi-finalists.
The university or college which
is judged to have made the best
record in training student pilots
as a participant in the C. A. A.
program will receive the Shell Intercollegiate Aviation Trophy. A
similar award will be made to the
flight schol achieving the outstanding flight training record in the
United States.

ey. The Sandspur Bowl is alive
again with shin-guarded co-eds doing their durndest wtih those crooked sticks and enjoying it very audibly.
This term's aquatic sport is canoeing. In dancing you have your
pick of Folk, Tap or Modem, and
the individual sports are riding,
fencing, tennis, golf and riflery.
The riding group is large again
this term.
Equestriennes please
take notice: the theory course,
which prepares you to teach riding,
will be given this term but will not
be given in the spring, so if you're
interested, avail yourself of this
opportunity! The lectures are given on Wednesday evenings at the
home of Mrs. Lippincott Webster.
Drop in at the Phiz Ed. office for
more info'.
The fencing co-eds are turning
out with more interest this term.
Under the direction of Coaches
Shriner, Ehrlich and Cerra, they are
getting ready for Intramural competition and a thrust at the Roney
trophy.
The Intramural tennis tournament will begin before long. Judging from the fall term elimination
tournament, the matches will be
worth watching.
Flash! We've just heard that
Rollins has been asked to join a
telegraphic swimming meet, in
which most of the Southern colleges
are competing. Courses are to be
covered and the results telegraphed
in . . . well, so far we don't know.
Has anybody felt the temperature
of Lake Virginia since the Independent crew did the final ducking of
their cox after last term's races?

AREN'T WE SMART
By ROYAL WILBUR FRANCE
He who hesitates is lost, so look
before you leap;
It's the early bird that catches the
worm, so the worm should stay
asleep;
Absence makes the heart grow
fond so out of sight out of mind;
A penny saved is a penny earned
but you can't take it with you,
I find;
There's not a thing that I can say
that the opposite doesn't sound
true;
Thru Dr. Hugh T. Morrison the And everything, dear, seems diplibrary has received 17 bound volpy to me since I became dippy
umes and 41 pamphlets, an almost
for you.
complete set of the publications of
the Abraham Lincoln Association One half of us is hungry, so we'll
of Springfield, Illinois. The purplow down the wheat;
pose of that association is research A third of us go out in rags so the
in the life of Lincoln and dissemicotton crop we'll cheat;
nation of authentic information We all believe in free speech if we
about him. It observes the annithink the speech is right;
versary of Lincoln's birth and has And we all build mighty bombers
issued annual publications since
to make sure that we won't fight;
1924.
There's not a thing but's screwy if
The set of these books presentyou only turn the screw.
ed by Dr. Morrison is a valuable And everything, dear, seems dippy
addition to the collection on Linto me since I became dippy for
coln. The gift includes the biograyou.
phy about which William Dean
Scavenger Hunt is Planned
Howells said to Mark Twain in
Although their plans are as yet
1876, "I wrote the life of Lincoln
incomplete, the Phi Delts have a
which elected him."
set of discontinued ideas which
In the Miami University chemis- will probably burst in the next few
try labroatory there is a special weeks about an all-college scavenshower for use when students' ger hunt. A small fee will be
clothes catch fire during experi- charged to cover the cost of prizes.
Bill House is in charge. Further
ments.
details will appear very soon.

LIBRARY NEWS

Braver Than Broadway
Lancaster, Pa. is a thriving city with 60,000 inhabitants,
six movie houses, but no theatre. No road company has played
there since 1930. But, thanks to the enterprising Green Room
Club of Lancaster's Franklin and Marshall College, the town
is not left playless. Under the direction of scholarly, energetic Darrell Larsen, who has coached plays at F. & M. since
1927, undergraduate produce four shows a season, each running a week. From a male student body of 900, 300 try out
annually for dramatics—many more than go out for football.
Lancaster girls play the feminine roles in Green Room
shows, and costumes are rented; otherwise everything connected with the productions — acting, staging, lighting, scenedesigning — is done by the club itself. About half its audiences are drawn from the campus, the other half from the
town.
The club, careful to mix its shots, has produced such classics as "Everyman," "Twelfth Night," Dr Faustus"; such a
novelty as W. S. Gilbert's "Tom Cobb, or Fortune's Toy"; such
modern plays as ''Biography," "High Tor," 'The Petrified
Forest." Last week it tackled John Webster's difficult Elizabethan horror play, "Th Duchess of Malfi", proved itself
braver than Broadway, which last produced the play in 1858.
(Two seasons ago Orson Welles planned to do it, got cold
feet.)
Story of a young duchess who marries her steward, only to
be persecuted and finally strangled to death at the command
of her disapproving brothers, 'The Duchess of Malfi" swirls
with the dark, cruel, guilty emotions of the Elizabethan theatre. Its splendid imaginativeness, its impassioned poetry,
lift it above mere violence and gore. But it is horrifying
rather than terrifying; there is so much bloodshed at the end
it is impossible to keep stabs on it.
The Green Room's college cast offered a smooth, intelligent performance. If they often lacked force, and could almost never suggest the dark corners of the Renaissance soul,
they were seldom stagy, seldom obscure, spoke blank verse
v/ith distinction. Broadway might have done better, but
Broadway refuses to try,—Reprinted from "Time".
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for lackidaisical, Luise Rain1 ,and love! . . . and for other
things, too like limping, luscious,
and Lyman, but we won't go into
that . . . every stude and his brother have succumbed to the weather
of last week, and we actually saw
some brave soul in swimming the
other day . . . praise be to the weatherman who gave us a spot of
summer, even if it was "The End
of Summer" . . . IVIaybe we're not
observant, but we've just now noticed how much Aldine Baker looks
like a glamorized edition of Luise
Rainer, altho' we do think that Aldine has it all over the Academy
award winner, because she doesn't
have to act to get her results . . .
Love, of course, is continually in
bloom a t Rollins, the seasons not
affecting it a t all . . . latest to enter
the charmed circle are Bill Daugherty and Barbara Babb, Betty Hall
and Jack Liberman, Johnny Nicholson and our English import, Paddy
Moodie . . . May Eros have mercy
on them!
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SANDSPUR

THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and the other drives west
With the sell-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of tke sails, and not the gales,
Which tells us the way they go."

CLEMSOM COLLEGE CADET,
, a W M S TO BE THE WORLD'S
T A a e S T COLLEGE smDENT
HE IS 7'Z" IN HEIGHT AND
WEIGHS A M E l ^ S O Z - —

military, has fallen to the lot of
LOVE SEEKING WORDS
the devil". Some of the Church
By DEAN NANCE
The libraries of the world are re- Fathers esteemed the love of muplete with books on t h e merit sic a sign of predestination, as a
and witchery of music. I t has thing divine, worthy to be placed
National Advertising Service, I n c
been called "the speech of thealongside of theology.
CoUe&e Publishers Representative
There have been times when milangels", "the child of prayer", "the
language of love", the "prophet's itary music served a di-vine purart", and "a medium between mind pose. We cannot think of the
i
(I2weeks),
$2.50
: United States $1.50 s
and matter, related to both yet dif- French republic apart from Rouget
r $3.00 for the full college y
fering from either. Spiritual, and De Lisle's immortal Marseillaise:
. the post office at Winter Park.
yet requiring rhythm; material, Think of the tune as you read the
following lines. See the dramatic
and yet independent of space".
I like Sydney Lanier's definition and patriotic possibilities of such
EDITORIAL STAFF
best: "Music is love in search of a a song. No wonder bi-ave FrenchJ O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor
word". Love seeking words! The men could sing their way into and
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor
through the French Revolution!
sign language of the soul!
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors
Good music drives evil from the "Ye sons of France awake to glory.
JANET JONES
Feature Editor
soul and bathes the mind in peace Hark, hark! What myriads bid you
NORINE FARR
_
Co-py Editor
and beauty. The arrested hopes,
J U N E REINHOLD, BETTY DEGIERS
Society
Editors
buried dreams, t h e slumbering Your childi-en, wives and grandsires
TOY SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls Sforts
memories, and the wounded courage
hoary.
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
of a man can be quickened and en- Behold their tears and hear their
P A U L HALEY, BETTY W I N T O N
Proof Editors
listed in his service by the magic
touch music.
NEWS R E P O R T E R S
Shall hateful tyrants mischief
F-rank Bowes, Margery Branch, Betty Carson, Donald Crai , Wesley Davis
J.H.HENICA.
•breeding.
All progress has been accompaNorine Farr, Nat Felder, Lynn Goldman, Betty Hall, Paul
ul Haley, Dick
DI ' T is for imitative, initiation, and in6 5 YEAR OLD HEAD OF THE
KeUy, Rod MacArthur. Jane McGrath, Aldi "
'
. . -Matthev
- ...
, ^Robert
With
hireling hosts, a ruffian band,
nied
by
music.
I
t
has
charmed,
S A T t C H . W20D SHOP, USES
teresting . . . If you've ever seen
challenged and changed man. Mu- Afright and desolate the land,
A PORTABLE MICROPHONE
anything
as
funny
as
the
way
Boyd
Hester Sturgis, William Terhune, Eugenie Van de Water, Bud Waddell,
sic
and
religion
sre
inseparable.
It]
'^hile
pfBfe and liberty lie blued,.
Betty Watson
France and Rod MacArthur used
nervadoj nearly every page of the
FEATURE WRITERS
Ing*
to talk so much alike and now look
Dorothy Bryn, Jess Greg'g, Sherry Gregg-. Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings,
Bible. In the very first book of the To arms, to arms ye brave!
so
much
alike,
we
want
to
know
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Barbara Northen, Grace Raymond, Jane
Russell, Daniel Speyer, Robert Whiston, Wilson Whitehead, Mary Ann about it . . . and their initiation in- tion, but which are both satisfying j the bush
Manny a slip Twixt Bible (Gen. 4:21) we read, "Jubal That venging sword unsheath!
Wilson, Jack Liberman
Pride cometh before was the father of all such as handle March on, march on! All hearts
to Lambie Pie Alpha was one of , . . Janet Jones was consuming : cup and lip
SPORT'S WRITERS
most
of
her
breakfast
t
h
e
otha
McFall
.
.
.
None
but the brave de- the harp and the organ." Jubal
resolved
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Jack Harris, Robert McKennan, Alfred Roose- the most original and well-carriedshould be canonized with other
velt, Richard Wesson
out we've been entitled to get in the dawning in Rhea Smith's history serves the Fair (child)
On victory or death".
ASSISTANTS
class . . . and almost good enough /^ is for an orchestra that we saints. And he should have David
way
of!
.
.
.
They
didn't
deserve
the
We need not expect miracles of
Arax Ehramjian, Emanuel Ehrlich, Roberta McCormick, Pat Guillow, Shira
companion
in
canonization,
to
eat
was
Smokey
Sholley's
pina
think
the
collich
mossic-makers
fruit, but of course they didn't get
ley Bowstead.
music. We get out of it just what
all of i t . . . the printed sheets that fore dress . . . one of those dresses ought to organize . . . there's for it was he who organized the we bring to it. Like every other
BUSINESS STAFF
first orchestra, and appointed HeJ O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager Rod passed around were quite remi- that wins friends and influences enough talent on this campus to
art — it has been abused and mis,
Asaph
and
Ethan
as
the
first
get a band together that would be
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner niscent of last year . . . Robin Rae profs! . . . Eddie Duchin'i
used.
Music either intensifies
orchestra leaders. "Singing", "melRITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager and Marge Chindahl must have " 'Yaaaa, Yaa, Yaaaa,, Said the Lit- available for all campus dances and
what is already in our souls — or
ody", "song", and other musical
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation
Manager looked pretty interesting last week tle Fox" is one of the best out, and frolics a t a Popular Price! . . . we
baptizes them in new beauty and
going from pillar to post from ho- also his doing of "El Rancho Gran- wish the idea would take root in terms appear frequently in thelight. When it arOuses the ugly
Scriptures. Christianity has sung
tel to hot-house distributing post- de" is smooth enough to be framed the haid of Bob Carter . . .
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
and inhuman passions it is a mockT T is for lots <?f looks that Smo- its way into the heart of the world, ery to a very sacred art—and an
for the Chi Omega benefit under glass!
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, mell-rounied yit many
iionaries tell us that the natives
key sholley's HftW Mexican
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its narne bridge and fashion shdiv to be given r^ is for goody, and goshalmighty
enemy to the divinity within us.
of
all
countries
like
the
note
of
gladshoes
got
last
week
.
.
.
they're
a
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, the 20th . . . Marge quotes that she ^-^ . . . but really goody, goody
" 0 Music! Thou bringest the rewonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be was no little frightened because fof; Paddy Moodie, who writes su- chic cradle for the foot, and tiot
;s in Christianity. They delight ceding waves of eternity back to
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of she thought the hotel managers per enough poetry to be the next only warm the heart but cool the
the
very hSart of man, who staltda
singing
the
immortal
hymns
of
were going to think they were ped- poet laureate of England . . , for tootsies . . .
t/ie ':-~->"^—
upon the shores and longs to cross
! Church.
dling things! . . . . Mr. Rae has nc Jess Gregg's "Lola" letters, which, • p is for last week's eventide ves-,
'The best sort of music is what over. Art thou the evening breeze
comment to make.
if, compiled, would outsell "Gents
pers which was one of the best [ it should be — sacred"; — said of this life, or the morning air of
• p is for fine, futile, and future Prefer Blondes" we bet! . . . Gosh- in weeks . . . Lois Weidner sang her
ridge — "the next best, the; future one?"
. . . The Chapel octette gave a almighty, the Chi O's are worrying two solos with the ease and profeshoney of a performance last Sun- about their scholarship . , . why, sionalism of a Metropolitan prima
day eve a t the Seminole Hotel dur- we'd like to know, when they're in donna, and she's much better lookth.f^ni''^^:": *^? '^"'1^?? ^^'^'^M often stl-esa the argunfsnt
ing their more or less of a Sunday permanent possession of that nice ing than most of the latter
eveliingr hour . . . studes in the oc- cup ? Maybe it proves that intellec- Herman Siewert's organ-izing of
= by LYNN NAUGHT
>
S
^ U V L ^ ' ^ ^ T H ^ ^U\" AmefWan undergfadiwte, it is
Sdid, arrives on the threshhold of life after foiif vear« of B tette include Daphne Tackach, Loi'g tuality is not just a flash in thethe '*Moon Love" movement from
Weidner< Jim Niver, John Powell, Chi Opan . . . anyway, their grades Ta<;haikowsky's fifth was superb,
HELLO! Let's get togethtft for a are those who stand by when {he
Helen Dariing, Pres Wetherell, last term read like a lot of honorlittle
tete-a-tete,
and
uncork
the
whole
world
has
gone
out. Who try
the "Kamenoi Ostro
and'illusfons
"""^
' ' ' ^^^°ee^
with idealism Matt Ely, and Marge Chindahl
dittoes! ! !
by Rubenstein . . , we're trying to revelation that was bottled loitg to bring summer into that Secret
self.
We
call
those
people
frieniJs!
hntwt-^f'^^'*/ *'f ^^^^ arguments is debatable a M has begli ,,, - ti
A- ^ A
* „
i for intermission , , . time out
k up enough nerve to
We'd go on having our little tantYou know, when we look around
to play Debussy's "Reverie'
hotly contested on manj'points. Much depends on tfl^collple ^ • ' ' " ' ^ ' " " ' ^ ' ^'T^f'
""^T"^'
for snooping
rums,
unless
somebody
came
along
the
Horseshoe
after
Beans,
we
see
W
' " ° ' ; t ° " *^^ indiviacal student. Certainly here A^ Rof ''''^ ' " ' " " ' '"l of entertaining XT is for nice . . . and we mean it / ^ is for gossip that hasn't conte
faces we know; faces we haven't and made us want to change! —
hns m a thousand ways, the undergraduate is daily bJo^ght '^' ^ ' " f .' ' ' fr}%
''"°*'f
way, and which Con Carey
seriously. We don't know who
particularly noticed before; faces Those people on the Horseshoe, —
side
t T ' " ' ^ ^ countless problems confronting us o n S
'"^"''^ ^^ ' ' ' ^ " t "
A^ ' V t the gentlemen were, but they drove promised she'd make for us . . .
whose depths we shall never fa- they're more than a combination
the r n , ^ ^ '"i",'^]' personalized conference plan of study in ^*^ ^ " ^ " ' ^ " ' " , . * ' '^f^' 1 t'
cream convertible . . . and there Shame, Con! . . .
of atoms and electrons! We're not
thom.
P is for eventually we'll finish this
were four of them . . . Rollins,
Within each one of us, some se- so very different after all.
complicated series of alphathink . . . (Walt Winchell would
Cocktails — sunlamps — a smile,
call this a college vignette) They bet-izing and tell you that Life Be- cret self is hidden; a secret self, — perhaps. Baked beans for the
safe from the winter of harsh retact with reality, second to none
Pos.«bihties ot a con- ^^ ^ ^ ^ pi^i ^interlude dance on' were on their way to Orlando, and gins At College, and we'll probably
future maybe, but a t any cost — an
be Tar-red and Feathered for such alities. And whether we are Davy
saw a little dog that some hit-i
Indian feather to tuck in our imagJones Lockhart, or Aurora Bor
tho'Vl''^ / ' ' " almost every case, Rollins studtKts have <,hr,wr, ^^^ 2 0 * * * ^^^ ^'try Club . . . Artierun had injured badly . . . whoi
an attempt!
the advantages of such an environment W H ^ ,
- ^ Shaw's o\'«h, mi™s Artie, at the
Brown, we matter, — not only a t inations!
TAR DUSTER
did it didn't think enough of the
'Bye now.
^'«5„e»fd for the foibles of L X n a W e ^
'c^^elr^tk
-o^ed by the Omega
P.S.—What does the arm-rub- home, but here a t Rollins,
dog to move it out of the middle
Rollins gives us the chance to
,-_-^ ...^ ^u.iipicbc lacK or stramed forma
of the road . . . but the gents ir bing-on-table sign mean ? I t seems
be ourselves!—something we don't
ty a t most Rolhns events with the stiff rigidity
of
conduct
i
to
be
a
secret
signal
between
Shriquestion
stopped,
jammed
traffic
and
27th.
„ . „ . „ j „ . ^ ^ , m u t t mi ™ . ,„ :,, , ..^ e 26th and 27th,
many a college campus. And observp tr." fv-^ «'
'
steem, and eeek! got out, and tenderly took the little ner-Skinner-Bifield-Cummins, any- get in a subway—those congested
jimny a college campus. And observe, too, the cla.5sroom de'? f^'Fir^tt
iron contrivances many of us will
pup into the car and drove witl way!
meanor of t h e average undergraduate.
No meek accept- Jl,
fr"' ri
spend much of our lives
much speed and swiftness to Dr
m from a pedantic lecturer here. In- ,_ . ; ' ' AliceElli.
" " '^ ~' ^"''.f''""'
' All:
Perhaps someday when somebody
„-„„
^^^^viuijiiij;
Pat Guillow, Peggy McLean, Polquestioning aiLiLuae,
attitude, an attempt t(
to <^to«'™^d Postca^^ ,, „ ver rates Lynn's . . . that makes us feel sure
correlate the subject material with what the student knows matter what the
blows a golden trumpet, we'll make ly and Gloria Young visited Mr.
that
there
is
humanity
in
the
world
of the everyday world. All these, and others, are praise- more than a card, >VNi, ''. she's althe
big decision. We'll either think and Mrs. Young in Sarasota over
.
.
.
thanks,
boys.
worthy.
hold in
ways writing one! - . , Ti
of food or ancient history! And the week-end.
C is for spring and smart .
There is, however, one particular facet of the Rolhns esteem; Mr. Dexter's hot < (he's
whichever way we think surely will
^
spring clothes are upon us, but
Lillian Ryan and Bud Gridley
scene that might prove a vulnerable target for the afore- writing a book) . . . Mr. Alex -ander
—
'ual- at 8:30 in the a. m. they are a bit Of course, there was very little reveal our personalities to a certain drove down to Palm Beach for Satmentioned critics. That is the persistency of a certain group
-,;. ludicrous, as we found, because it moon, and it was eventually oblit- degree. — Or has N a t g:ot some- urday and Sunday.
in trying to raise, through student and alumni subscription, Bloch's ultimate decision t o aci
thing on us already?
gets rather zero-ish when the sun
Ollie Whittmer came up from St.
enough money to build a Student Union Building. Putting ly play the 5th Symphony . !rf Tsch*.
erated by a cloud. And less wagon,
hasn't turned on yet . . . we like
Speaking of trumpets makes Orie Pete for the week-end.
aside for the moment the question of whether or not we need kowsky . . . Dick Wesson's mmbfe'
which was obliterated mostly by us.
•irley Bowstead's yellow ensemthink of music, — and on to Glenn
other buildings, such as a library or good classroom building ness on the accordian . . . smd Sit}.
Phil Erbe, last year's freshman,
At
least,
Don
Murphy
said
there
composing . . . Bonnie Bakei •*» lisp- S,-and Prexy's jacket with the
more, let's look a t the facts.
Miller, and swing in general; and has been on the Rollins scene since
ing of "O Johnny O" . . .. Pl-of. blij,
signs on it intrigues us . . . had been a wagon. And somewhere when One thinks in general one last Monday. Phil, Carl Good, Bud
Sometime during the school year 1937-38, an idea wa?
Steel's opinion on "The Fool" .- . . TadfffV
was the gal in a western underneath the layers of us andusually thinks about his contempo- Hoover and Bruce Edmonds spent
born. Why not, asked someone, have a Student Union Buildthe Varsity's hamburgers . . . Smart
-ho wrote an essay on other people there must have been, raries. Have you sometimes won- the week-end St Brute's home in
ing, a sort of general recreational center for the whole college ?
'hy I Hate Men" . . . becuase the mules were not tied to dered what would happen if:
Miami. Phil returtwd to the North
The idea met with general approval, and everything went E E E E E E E E K ! . . . is all for "Ths CoUege
most dated femme Jezebel, who was in front, nor to Buckie were to blossom out inthis week.
along fine until someone began to wonder where the money Hunchback", and if you haven't "Keaso
Frannie Perrottet, who was in back, a checkered Davis-special?
was coming from. The depression was by no means over, and seen it, you've missed an academy- she's r rHhf.
Nin Bond sojourned in St. Pete
the college, embarked on a planned building campaign of itf award winner . . . we personally j on gampus-^
Matt got laryngitis and couldn't on Saturday and Sunda/.
^ty all the people but to a something' underneath.
own, could give the proposed building no more than its bless- think that despite Charles Laugh- A is for how at)^
all very mysterious. And give forth for the choir?
We
regret the permanent absence
nagnif make-up and acting,
ing, and the land to erect it on.
these were not the only enigmas.
Smokey Joe and Betty Hall failed of Don Miller and Dick Hawks from
Jric Hardwick was by far
t3bi> defc
There were more! Why did Phito astound us with their versatility ? , our campus, and the temporary losJ u s t how the financing plan evolved is not important; but walker-awayer-with-the-picture!
last week were'
we forgot
The "profs" ever refused to lis- ses of Jack Meyers, and Carvel
ts and Sigma Nus and Lambda
when the smoke had died away, the students found them- g is for Bitty and be nimbi
ten to our complaints and designs Long who are suffering a t t h e i r reselves with a good idea, the ground donated, and a beautifu'
Bitty Cummins has a new mention Ed weinburg,, J r and , r g j , ^ ' ^ ^v.n others j^in in^singing
for general world-reform ?
building plan . . . . cost, $50,000. Undismayed by the lack wrinkle in her hair which we think fellow pledge, Don ffsj ford, wlw, S.A.E.
spective hemes from various malasvC"?--! uuu^
of ready funds, a group of enterprising undergraduates un-'- "nllege, — all the | dies.
direction?
^.V
Ily B-cummin'. . . also she has went ajound taking up j « mies, a !»/ Stout's e x ^ r C
dertook to raise that sum by personal solicitation of the stu- come to the thoroughly-just conclu- blind man style!
BHl ScheJ, important senior o t
•when did McFoo ),eam the
'J^ is for t r ^ p i n g the-ligSat etc. .
dent body, alumni and friends of Rollins College.
, „ r,n' '•«* vear, eiipscts to vacation in
sion that all gossip-column -wi-iters
al stars and Othei- Things
^'"^IC^UiZ"l,tT„Z
d"— :all
do
There have been many meetings. There has been much
l «trying
o n " ' to
AndrWint;r
P a . k durmg the next three
menace, tho' we would still
;onvictions
fine, self-abnegating work by the committe and other stu- like to know what brought on her
evictions.
I ^^^^^ ^ . ^ brother. Bob, h a s endents. But the fact remains that after two years, the fund sudden decision? . . . The basketball
it|us? T
And
t h eunder
" " u ^ J| "J."^''^
i e y ,-«Jl
heard someone remark t h a t 5^^!™"
. , . "what
! , " , "motivated
" ^^ ^ '"'=<=
^ *°learn
' ' ' " ^abou.*' ^°X^^ °1 "^(or tered RoUins this term.
is still at least ?40,000 shy of its $50,000 goal. What's to bt team is going to have to be nimble looked like a Strong HaU dance
a t t r e t K ' K a p p a s t o t r y t o i e e p p a c * ! ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ With ^ champ, ^ ^ ^ e than
done about it ? There is, in cold cash, deposited in the name to conquer the Pla. Southern cagers could it be that the KA^
- . — . „ T c^-TOfnsed ?), but .
of the Building Fund, a few thousand dollars. There is more
they go to Lakeland this Fri- tial?
are p a r - with t h e mules? Aiid wh-om was ,. ^
,.,„„
,,
.^ S'
f is for College Proverfes: Knise
in the way of pledges. But that $40,000 deficit looms up like day.
' E S S O P e n r e pelting ^th. o m n g e s ? t^^t. " h * K e makes ,t . <,i,
The ETCHING course, which
Hill
a mountain, an unsurmountable mountain.
^ ^ is stranger than fiction ... - A
r again is for eat and Eddie DuAnd
was
Bill
Royall
a
s
b
o
r
e
d
a
s
h
e
P
*
^
"
*
""
"
"
"
'
'
'
"
S"""'
-^^,\,^
„eets
Tuesday and Friday
rolling stone gathers no GTQSS . . .
It is not within the premise of this writer to say, "It can'1
chin.
-'••which ha-re no connec- A Boyd in the hand is worth two in seemed t« he, or was i t juet a pose ? i J P f ^ ' * ^"'^ . 7 " ° ^ ' * ^ ' »
'^"^td ^ mornings a t 10:45 in the Art
be done . . give u p ! " The seemingly impossible has been
Nobody
was
allergic
to
anything,
f
f
'
'
"
P
^
'
T
^
"^^^
^™'"
"^'"^
Studio,
is
open t o the CoUege
done again and again. But if we are to be practical, we must
' and includes instruction in the
honestly say that the odds are certainly against it. How r r e s e n t s p l i n t e r y e d i t i o n . A f e w g a l l o n s of s p a r k K n g w h i t e except o L mule, who did not a j » ^ * ^""^ ^ . « ' P f «° ^ d ^ ? ^ ^ ' •
ictical making of etchings
p
r
e
d
a
t
e
the
True
Soul
of
Fleeger.
^
"
f
^
'
enlightenment.
much will another year of work bring forth ? Will the effort u a i n t , s o m e i n d i r e c t l..„,..i,.s,
ighting, a
f
e
w
"
'
—
a icw minor reconstructions,
blended
formand
thebeer
be made even worth while? I t seems safe to say that it wil' nd the old place would look like new. Add » few pingpong mule
discussion of the various
And the
smells to
of hay
mbtls
and ^ j | t " ! " l l " * - ' " - *° ^<'='fi« i o w
not.
Itt
media and the history
tables, a badminton court, some virestling mats, and some [hay.
e make a stab a t rt. K you
showers,
and
we'd
have
a
gym
and
recreational
center
wcjrth
with
- . The instructor is
Meanwhile, there is the question of what might be done
est1„M°!r«*^--«- ^oyZ^r
It was wonderful!
using.
if we cannot realize our original goal. And the answer is here
etehint
' ' o " ^ S ™ " ' "^^"^^
^JL'1 i^" ^ ' ' ' * Cupcake A i p
^ ^ 'phones to call him tiZ,
"
right on the Rollins Campus a t present. IMPROVE EECREThe people who donated those several thousand dollars
of etcH..,
^<=« are in many
'ic collections,
ATION HALL! If we can't have an entirely new building, weren't sold on any particular building . . . they wanted to
Miss Ruth .
nent colleclet's do the best we can. Half a loaf is better than none 'nelp Rollins students get the most out of their time in college. . . a c h m g staff ,s composed entire- ' t' , f . u f, ' ™ " " ' ^''^ Salem sits
etchings of t ,
f,". ^ ' ' ° * ^ " g^me waiting t o " f d
And Rec Hall has far greater potentialities than many realize. We think they'd far rather have their money go towards a ly Of graduates of the school.
prirate and puiu
a telegram to Abe the F e a r l ^ s C
For a few hundred dollars we could have a fine new floor 'lartial realization of the dream, rather than lie id]e fer ten
including
the
pern,^
"
Indiana University social organi- I tell him thes c o r e - (the football I.
one suitable for dancing, and far better for sport than the 5'ears, awaiting that last $40,000.
fonoftheLibi,™^
Let's be practical — improve Ren Hall!
I tions have Just spent ?.>;n
Information
IZZI
!'^:Ltt
'?.';"* ?50.00rfor 1
""°r^ll-1!,™''?^'^''drepairs to
their dwellings.
, everybody <
P e r s o a ' r j o 7 e 7 e 7 n a T ' " ' » * ' " = "'"''Il f'-" " " "
joy eternally. But there
*^'"'''i at the
Winter Part Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
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Scrap the Student Union Building'
Plans . . . Cost |50,000 by P.R.K.

FOOTNOTES

t.r''The:f,y'f^"^^l*'^"«**^"P«^
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Kappas Learn to Love
Smell of Beer, Mule,
and Hay on Hayride
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Dr.America
Friedrich
Tells
"What
Means
to Me"

By BOB MATTHEWS
Rollins College and its selected
At the Morning: Meditation Ser- students were honored last Thursvice last Sunday Dr. Carl J. Fried- day afternoon by the presence of
Srich, Professor of Government at two world famous men, Boyd
lit, Harvard University,
spoke
France B.A., A.B., M.A., Lid, Phd.
l5j"What America Means to Me".
and Herr Field Marshal General
Ijjsome people America has tangible Von MacArthur. These men came
^ and concrete meanings such as jobs, thousands of miles to be principal
ifood, or escape from death or per- speakers in what authorities called
secution. For Dr. Friedrich Am
one of the world's greatest political
ijca is unique in that there is
meetings.
.common blood tie or language and
A few small notices of the gathL Americans can claim all European ering were published and a crowd
t Countries as their parents. This is of hundreds was present. The stu^important to our future as well as dents poured from the Beanery,
iljour past. Thus there is no narrow dorms and parked cars, and townsfc nationalism in the American mind people rushed to the campus so they
as often occurs in European coun- might hear the precious words of
J tries in regard to their culture, as, these great men.
J for example, in England, France,
First, Boyd France, B.A., A.B.,
I Germany, Italy and Russia. We M.A., M.S., Lid., Phd., stood up on
i should be thankful. Dr. Friedrich the platform, a soap box, and after
i feels, that we are not a nation in dodging dozens of oranges and
'this tribal sense.
grapefruit made this wonderful
America is a common brother- speech. Part of the speech follows,
hood united in a common faith. A we quote: "Ladies and Gentlemen
true American is never just born and students of Rollins we have
^ but becomes one by sharing Ameri- gathered here to denounce socialcan ideals. Recent immigrants of- ism and to promote the ideals of
'^ ten embody the essence of Ameri- Capitalism. Do you realize that
can patriotism more than those the Russian menace is at our front
^ people who were bom here and door? Why just the other day I
whose ancestors are supposed to saw three Russian spies right here
ft have come over on the Mayflower. on our campus, and the worst part
America's faith is a living faith. about it was they didn't even look
Four names — Washington, Jeffer- like Rus,
The
I son, Lincoln, and Wilson — that is shaven, their hair was dyed blonde
,. what America means to Dr. Fried- and they walked and talked like
' rich. "Democracy is not ruling Americans. Are we going to let
but laboring to create a good life". them get away with this ? Are we
The Constitution is the framework going to stand for these Vodka," in our building of democracy.
drinking, ballet-dancing, bushyAmerican aspiration seems full headed ego-maniacs ninning our
* of these words of Jesus: "Be kind country? Regardless of what you
! to your fellowman". Americans are think, Roosevelt is a better leader
deeply civilized in their desire to be than Stalin. So my friends, and I
' kind and neighhorly. The Ameriyou, I appeal to your
'' can ideal is one which will not die better sense of judgment to run
^ if attacked but will rise again rein- hese Red Russians out of our fair
' vigorated. A never ending effort ountry and stick to Capitalism."
' toward harmony is what America
Just as Dr. Boyd France finished
means to Dr. Friedrich.
his speech a spontaneous outburst
f The Chapel Choir sang Handel's
from the crowd and again
! "Let their celestial concerts all they hailed him with oranges and
H unite". The student readings were grapefruit. Then a lull of silence
(given by Alden Manchester, Pris- rained while Herr Field Marshal
s cilia Parker, John H. Buckwalter, General Von Mac Arthur took his
! and Aldine Baker.
place before this massive audience.
Next Sunday Dr. Morris A. Skop,
text of his speech follows, we
: Rabbi of Temple ONeb Shalom quote:
(Lovers of Peace), in Orlando, will
'Before I t Is
too Late".

"People of America, the manly
virtues of true Americanism are today being exemplified for you by
modern Germany", Here great
cheers arose from the populac*
"In the beginning Americanism
was triumphant in America, but
now subversive un-American foreign isms have been stealing into
this fair country of your fathers,
The weak female virtues which are
masked by the names of liberty,
democracy, and brotherly love have
heen introduced by the abominabl
Jewish, Catholic and Protestant re
ligions, peace societies and schools
. . ." At this point General Von
Mac Arthur stopped to dodge projectiles hurled by un-Americans hid
den in the crowd. Showing great
presence of mind, the general
trieved some of the projectiles and
dropped two un-Americans with as
many shots.
"In the great emancipati
America from the weak feminine
virtues, we sought the cooperation
of an American organization built
upon the strong manly virtues of
bravery, honor, pride, obedience and
strength. The Germans look with
envy upon the college fraternities
of America, and today the youth
America is being emancipated
through these noble organizations
Fraternity pledges today are
taught to love the manly virtues of
Americanism. They learn pride
their strength, their ability to take
it, by beatings with bloody hludgThey learn obedience hy per-

Mid-Point of Instruction
Four Rollins students taking the
Civil Aeronautics Course have soloed. The first, John Wagner of
Winter Park, soloed under the supervision of Mr. Knothe of the
Orlando Flying School. He soloed
afer having completed the minimum requirements of eight hours
of dual control flying with an instructor. His first solo flight took
place on December 30.
Other students who have soloed
are Tommy Knight, Jack Keller
and Vernon Langston.
Tommy
Knight soloed on January 10, Jack
Keller on January 11, and Vernon
Langston on January 13.
It is expected that three more,
Wes Hausman, Lindsey DeGuehery,
and L. V. Moore, Jr., will solo this
week.
The mid-point of the ground
school course was reached last week
at the Thursday evening class.
From now on, the course will be
held on the campus in the Chemistry Lecture Room in Knowles Hall.
All of the thirty students are flying from two to three hours a week.
There are four instructors and five
planes in the school. It is expected
that each student will receive seventeen hours of dual control instruction and eighteen hours of
solo.
First flights in the course were
on December 8, and it is expected
that all students will finish the
course hy the middle of April.

Inquiring Reporter

WHAT DO YOU TALK ABOUT HABITUALLY?
K) "1 haven't
DICK WESSON: "My new system of ratting" (It
told any one yet."
irtainly Itnow
PEGGY HUDGINGS: "I don't talli, I listen." (
that).
BOB CARTER: "Depends on where I am."
SHORTY PHILLIPS: "Beautiful girls and basketball." (quite a combination)
MICKEY HARMON: "I use the sign language."
JENELLE WILHITE: "That blonde in New York."
WILSON WHITEHEAD: "Whiston and company."
BOB WHISTON: "Wilson Waldo Whitehead and dinglebray."
SHIRLEY BOWSTEAD: "The possibilities in Florida compared to
Boston." (P.H. It's a long story)
MEL CLANTON: "Actions speak louder than words."
NANCY JOHNSON: "Anything" (Communist)
DUD DARLING: "I'm continually amazed at what I am about to
say."
JOHNNY GIANTONIO: "Getting a toupee for Whitehead."
JOHNNY GROSS: "Right now, Cuba."
FRANCES PERROTTET: "I've lost track." (what R.R.)
FLEET PEEPLES: "The aftermath of a trip to Wekiwa."

German Club Plans
Programs for Year

The German Club held its first
meeting of the year at the home of
Dr. Richard Feuerstein, on Wed;sday, January 10. Rudolph Toch,
president, presided.
The purpose of the German Club
.„ essentially to further the understanding of German literature, art,
id music.
The program of last week consisted of German songs, preparation for a one-act play, discussion
by students of international subjects, and a musical recital.
The third president of Fordham
All second and third year stuUniversity was a cousin of Mrs,
dents are members and anyone who
James Roosevelt, mother of the
speaks German is cordially invited
President.
to attend the meetings which will be
held every two weeks.
University of Kentucky frosh
are classified according to colleges
by the color of the buttons on their
caps.

forming super-human tasks. After
surviving brutal physical and
tal punishment, the real men learn
to honor Americanism and fraternalism. And men of America in
power there . . . . "
At this point General Von Mac
Arthur became more and more inarticulate until his voice died altogether. He then stepped from the
platform, another soap box, and
again the citrus loving citizens of
The Temple University school of
the great state of Florida and the
medicine had 2,000 applications for
hand-picked students of Rollins let
110 vacancies in its freshman class.
go with another shower of delicious
fruit to show their appreciation of
this great
The rally broke up and soon the
usual hum of activity in the class
was heard echoing from the
palm trees.

International
Custom Clothes

BABY GRAND
Begii

RAY GREENE

THEATRE
ng January 18th, 1940

Thursday and Friday
Thrill to the New and Magnetic
Marlene . . . Adventure at a pace
that thrills, loaded with Love
and Laughter,
"DESTUY RIDES AGAIN"
with
Marlene Dietrich
James Stewart
EXTRA — "THINK FIRST"
Crime Series
Saturday - Sunday - Monday •
Tuesday
Now for the first time . . . th
unparalleled drama of this
mightiest of novels captured by
movie magic. Mighty Spectacle,
Astounding Adventure, Immortal Drama, Amazing Characters.
CHARLES LAUGHTON

Wednesday - Thursday - Friday
It's Sherlock McCarthy . . . of
the Lumber Yard. The merriest
show in yeras . . . calling all
EDGAR BERGEN
CHARLIE M C C A R T H Y

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tei. 400
100 Park Ave.

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115
Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

LAIRD'S RADIO ^RVICE
Work called for and delivered.

We know after the holidays thinking is more on
the practical side so give the subject of transportation
its proper amount of consideration.

Transportation With
Prestige
We have just that —
Not just sufficient but proper transportation
Not only likable but satisfying transportation
Not passable but presentable transportation
Not expensive but economical transportation
Our business is built on satisfied customers and
dependable automobiles
Come in and inspect our stock, a stock that is complete
in new and used cars
HUH — You don't believe me Stop in

ORANGE-BUICK CO.

ROLLINS

SIX

THE WAY OF BROTHERHOOD

OVERHEARD
By THE EARIE ONE
Ralph Hagood — "You know I
have a hard time choosing between
Betty Hall and Jane Fairchild —
they tooth are crazy about me".
Jess Gregg — "Here are your
shoes, Helen, you left them under
the bed."
Smokey Sholley — "Ask me, 1
know, I've tried them all."

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman
DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be
taken consecutively (graduation
in three and one-quart* years)
or three terms may be taken
each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character
and three years of college work,
including the subjects specified
for Class A medical schools.
Catalogues and application forms
may be obtained from the Admission Committee.

Helen Darling 'Now how am I
going to expU
my knee to
Frank ?"
Dr. Uphof—"Good morning, hello, good morning to you Good
morning."
Miss Enyart — "May I put my
word? NO!"
Ely
Haimowitz — "Good-by<
Maurice Henshaw — "Do you
know what happened ? She has a
ring on her finger."
Baron d'Estournelles—"Did all
the bugles in the world r i n g ? "
Miss Buell—"The smoke is so
thick in there you could shovel it
out with a shovel."
Tiny Phillips — "I was wondering who that was down there, but
I didn't recognize you."
Arax Ehramjian — "What have
you got on the top of your head,
Russell? It looks like a dish mop."
Dick Rodda — "I try to keep my
nose clean and out of trouble and
see what happens."
Prexy Holt — "If I were a girl
I wouldn't stand for that type of
love-making."
Deedee Hoenig—"Eddie finally
kissed me tonight. I've been working on him for weeks."
Alice Newcomer — I hope they
wear red flannels. I do."
Pres Wetherell—"Dud, what do
you think Mr. Dexter knows?"
Dud Darling—"As far as I can
see he knows everything that I do."
Jenelle Wilhite—"Jeffo, I'm going to see you tomorrow—quit saying goodbye!"
Don Murphy—"Oh. darn, now I'll
have to go to Andre's tomorrow."
Don Riddle—"See that — three
gallons! That proves they're safe."
Virginia Sinclair: "Oh-h-h, but I
can't do it that way."
Papa Moos: "So you take it to
the limit — and what have you
got?"

SANDSPUR

Campus

Royal Wilbur France
Our systems fail, our laws break
down,
A crazy world of rich and poor.
Where millions starve in field and
town,
While granaries fill with bursting
store.
More wheat than hungry men can
buy,
More clothes than ragged men can

Camera
IF^IMCETON U.HAS4
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Sorority Pledges Suffer Silently Under
Impossible Penalties as Initiation Nears

The following tasks may give the I written list of all birthdays, actives
other sororities on campus some and pledges both, and give it to
useful
information
for
theii Miss Densmore.
pledges:
Get a notebook and put in it
Joanne Oak — Get pine cones, neatly typewritten, a list of standbranches, and holly for the tea dec- ards which a pledge should live up
ISNCWfRES.OFMAS$.
orations — and decorate the tea to. Compile the perfect pledge, and
INST.OFTECHNaOGX:
cards with little Xmas pictures . . . illustrate with clipping pictures.
WHILE BROIVIERARMJR,
see Miss Heyder about them.
Make it good enough to be on dislSAPRDFS5CRArCHiaG01
WJD A NDBa PRIZE WINNER."
We would like to see an occasion- play and DO NOT use SARCASM!
al picture (preferably humorous)
These duties do not have to be
on the bulletin board every so often. done before Christmas due to the
Flora Han-is — Miss Lewis has late date. However, if you can
curtains that need sewing.
possibly do them before, do so. This
The bulletin board would like a does not include the collecting of
little rhyme each week — you may pine cones and branches and holly
either write it yourself or see that which, naturally, must be done now
another pledge does. Then make as they are for the tea.
sure it is tacked up.
Pledges must NOT be disrespectJane Balch—Come over whenev- ful to actives—either to their faces
ei you have time and study—either or BEHIND THEIR BACKS! ! !
with someone else or by yourself (liable to penalty).
in a quiet room.
Hearing will be held in Orlando
Help Joanne get the decorations.
Help Bert with her notebook job. November 20 by the Interstate
Betty Lamb — Borrow Miss Commerce Commission to discuss
Whiteley's car and take the victrola the question of lower freight tariffs on fruits and vegetables from
to Orlando to be mended.
Get Xmas cards from Miss Dar- Florida which northern rail lines
ling and address them. We want refused to grant late last month.
you to submit several good suggestions to be permanently carried on
In olden times. Union College
-—foi a day of celebration empha- professors were entitled to passizing some Gamma Phi custom.
tures where their cows could
Bert Schlegel—Make out a type- graze.
"SUMMA OM LAUDES" ;
IN PHYSICS, "TWO OF
THBA TD CNE-mWILV;
(/ -THECOMPTONS.
*
DR KARL GOAftPTON '

While we build battleships to try
To guard the wealth we well might
We break the Law and deeper fall
Into the trap of selfish greed
Machines which might provide for
all
Stand idle, thwarting human need.
We have more gold than we can use,
Yet still demand the debt in blood
With stubborn will we still refuse
To try the way of Brotherhood.
The Love that knows no bounds of
That feels the God in weak and
strong,
That sets no bars of time or place,
That conquers fear and strikes
down wrong.
Two thousand years and waiting
yet.
Two thousand years and still unborn!
We pray the prayer of Olivet—
God grant us love and bring the
mom!
—In The American Guardian,
January 12, 1940.
Dud Darling—"Tell all the girls
to "wear dresses."
Eddie Waite—"Is she a blonde?"
Helen Darling—"Will you show
me through the K.A. guest room?"
A Voice from Nowhere—"At last
Bud's got a proposition!"
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HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

Paramount's Feature Attraction
THE GREAT VICTOR HERBERT
starring A l l ^ N JONES and
MARY MARTIN
For more smoking pli
CHESTERFIELD'S Feature Attraction!
...REAl MILDNESS ond BEHER TASTE

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SE4LTEST ICE CREAM

WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING

is served exclusive in the Beanery

GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Pari

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

McCRAY'S
Hosiery
Lingerie
Sweaters
Accessories

HELLER BUILDING
216 N. Orange Ave.
ORLANDO

•

All types of cottons,
chambrays, tub silks
in plain or print for
smart campus wear.

THE BOOKERY

NEW LOCATION

•

SEE THE NEW
BOOKS AT

Valentines
Greeting Cards
Stationery

A Complete Line of
Chambrays, Piques,
Ginghams and Linens from $6.75 up

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP

Mildness
and Better Taste

are Chesterfield's Feature Attractions
Ihe Right Combination of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos in
Chesterfield gives you two features
you can get in no other cigarette...
Real Mildness and Better Taste.
On top of that, Chesterfield gives you a far
cooler smoke. You can't buy a better cigarette.

#
^

- ^ ^ / ^ '

Also 2 piece Wool
Suits. Pastel Wool
Dresses
$10.00

The Little Gown Shop
N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO

iriURSDAY and FRIDAY

Starts Sat. HUNCHBACK of NOTRE DAlilE

Copyn'ghi 1940. LiGOirr & MVFRS TOBACCO C O

